GET REAL!
An Examination of the Viability of Contemporary Children's Documentaries
Abstract
This Thesis represents an investigation of the potentials and realities of children's
documentaries, cinematic in nature, made for and about children. It's central claim is that while
documentaries for and about children have the potential for artistic excellence and social relevance,
fulfillment in the United States is under realized. As live action programming designed with the
objective of addressing the social, emotional, and cognitive development of
"children" (demographically defined as 6-12 year olds) is itself nearly nonexistent, this isn't a surprise,
rather a concern and a provocation. In other parts of the world, brilliant and useful documentaries, as
well as news programs, do make it to children's screens. My study is directed towards towards
televised programs, as television (both traditional and expanded) is still the primary medium where
these programs appear, both the United States and abroad. By looking at the history, cultural context,
production processes, funding schemes, viewing contexts, and exemplary examples of high quality
documentaries for and about children, I begin an inquiry that may make clearer the path forward for
myself and other scholars, producers, and advocates desiring to make a contribution to the field.
Motivating Questions:
What is documentary film/television for children? How and where does it exist?
What is the case to be made for supporting more "quality" documentary film/televisIon
production for children?
What are the conditions for "optimal outcomes" for producers, regarding both process and
product?
What obstacles exist that may make such work for children so difficult to fund, produce,
distribute and air?
Finally, what opportunities do emergent forms of media offer for work in this area?
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Introduction

The origin of my personal interest in children's
television and media goes back to a quiet room at my grandparent's house in 1969. As a child, my
parents did not permit me to watch television. On this afternoon however, while the adults were so
preoccupied that they did not notice I had turned on the television, I happened to see a short film
presented on "The CBS Children's Film Festival", a regular weekly program. This film was titled
"Skinny and Fatty" and originated in Japan. I was 10. I remember every detail of that afternoon, and
how deeply I was moved by the realistic representation of two friendless, lonely boys. I was amazed to
see children of a different race and country – it hadn't really occurred to me prior to this that there
were children living lives so different from my own. Somehow I knew that this understanding was
important to cultivating a feeling of empathy (though of course I wouldn't have described it that way
at the time). I also remember being very aware that someone had created this program for me, that
they cared about and respected children's realities so much that they would make this effort.
Somewhere a tiny seed was planted – "Children and our diverse and complicated lives are something
that can be taken seriously - even I matter!" Later, as an adult, I held a senior technical position at
The Annenberg School for Communication (1986-2000). As part of a research study conducted at
ASC in 1991, I was tasked with recording hundreds of children's television programs from around the
English speaking world for content analysis. During this time, Maire Messenger Davies and David
Buckingham, renowned for their research in children's television, came from the UK for one academic
year during which I had the opportunity to become familiar with their research and methods while
engaged in my technical work for them. I could see that there was fascinating production and research
work being done in the UK and elsewhere, and that the USA was focused on policy work that might
lead to an opening for more quality programming for children here. As an emergent documentary
maker, a parent of a school age son, and an "informal" academic, I felt particularly fortunate to be so
ideally placed to observe the currents and accomplishments of my professional heroes - Buckingham,
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Davies, Peggy Charren (founder of Action for Children's Television and tireless advocate), Fred
Rogers, David Kleeman, and many other luminaries in the field of children's television. During those
years I read and thought and watched and made all that I possibly could, including creating a pilot for
a children's reality based television program, unsuccessfully pitched to PBS in 1999. I self funded trips
to "The World Summit on Media for Children" in London (1998) and Sweden (2010), The Unicef
sponsored "Children, Youth & Media Conference" in Toronto (2005), numerous Prix Jeunesse
"Suitcase" screenings in NYC, as well as the Prix Jeunesse conference itself in Munich 2016. The
programs I viewed in Europe had, for the most part, no corollaries in the US, and made me aware of a
sharp contrast in commitment to children between the US and other places where quality children's
television thrives.
Today, I feel a personal and professional responsibility as an American with a background in
documentary production, as well as education, to face, decode, and address issues related to a deficit in
relevant pro-social non-fiction programming for children here in the USA. Like many others, I am
aware of so much (seemingly increasing) hate, fear, anger, racism, sexism, judgement and competition
piped into homes today, and feel alarmed that there is so little support for children in interpreting this,
or in finding empathetic reflections of and responses to their own struggles. It appears that there is an
under utilized role for children's documentaries to play here. Neil Postman reminds us that "children
are the living messages we send to a time we will not see1", and as such "we should not be
marginalizing their voices and images in our collective historical cultural record"2. I am looking closely
into televised work that represents children from their own points of view and is reflective of their
realities, that producer Jan Willem Bult3 calls documentaries with "children at the center" and
wondering how they come to exist. That they can be of great use in support of the emotional and social
health of children as part of a healthy media diet, is a central claim of this thesis.
A set of expanded definitions that are fundamental to subsequent chapters and the unfolding of an
argument for a particular type of documentary for children is made available in Chapter 1: "The
Children Are Watching: Defining and Making a Case for Children's Documentaries". In Chapters 2
1

Postman, Neil. The Disappearance of Childhood. Second Edition. Vintage Books, 1994, New York.
Pg. 1
2
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and 3 I explore the Cultural and Historical contexts for children's television in the United States as a
means to understanding contemporary contexts leading to, or inhibiting, the production of televised
documentaries for children which utilize a cinematic approach, as well as for non-fiction programs
overall. As "Quality" is a term that needs further definition, operative rubrics will be set forth in
Chapter 4: "Discovering Quality in Children's Documentaries". A selection of "quality" programs that
have emerged from such rubrics exemplify the most agreed upon criteria, which unfailingly involves
the cultivation of empathy, use of cinematic techniques, and the placement of "children at the center".
Links to these programs are presented in this chapter for related viewing. Although such work is hard
to discover in the US, conditions leading to broadcast availability, film festivals, and audience
engagement are instrumental to the viability of these types of "quality" programs found elsewhere.
There is much to be learned from the structural underpinnings of co-production workshops and
development support in the countries that are doing well in producing such programs and making
them available, as well as much to notice about the impediments to optimal outcomes in places where
the results are less than ideal for children. These explorations and findings form the body of Chapter 5:
Indicators of and Obstacles to Optimal Outcomes. In the Conclusion, I return to the core questions and
assertions of the Thesis in the light of new knowledge, to indicate further avenues for research as well
as a personal set of conclusions based on my emergent understanding.
I have employed the following methodologies in the process of researching the contemporary state,
as well as contexts, for children's documentaries "with children at the center" both in the United States
and elsewhere:
• Literature review drawing from fields of anthropology, sociology, and television history to
come to an understanding of the existing knowledge on the topic and to better understand the
contexts of documentary for children on television; concepts of childhood as they relate to the
presence (or absence) of documentary for children; the ontology of television in it's traditional
and expanded forms; the film form of documentary cinema; best practices in children’s
documentary, and media trends.
• Content analysis of exemplary children's documentary programs.
• Email, telephone, and/or in person interviews with industry specialists, researchers, and
producers.
• Site visits to children's television conferences both domestic and abroad when possible, and
use of transcripts when it was impractical to do so.
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Chapter One:
"The Children Are Watching: Defining Children's Documentaries”,

•

A number of terms are central to this thesis and their specific meanings need to be carefully
delineated. Clarifying terms such as "Children", "Children's Television", Documentary", and
"Children's Documentaries"" will help provide a framework for the subsequent discussion.
Children
Many scholars will say that it is axiomatic that childhood is socially constructed. The idea of what
children are, when childhood begins and ends, and perceived appropriate activities and roles for
children have changed throughout history as highly influential economic, political and social contexts
also change. Throughout the world, the concept of "children's culture" appears widespread, if not
universal although the experience of childhood is not generic, as it varies according contexts of race,
gender or class, as well as nationality. This "culture" includes the meaning-making and expressive
activities that include children's imaginative world, such as their folklore and humor; their social
relationships including friendships and interactions with peers; their play, including games, hobbies,
sports, and computer and video games; and, most pertinently, their consumption of commercial
popular culture, such as children's books, television shows, and movies. As Ulla Simonen, Artistic
Director of Dokkino (a year long National documentary film event for children in Finland) notes,
"Children are a special group of citizens and their media needs special attention paid to it. And I do
think it is their right to have it, they have the right to that care and attention in the same way that they
have a right to have a social worker come and help them if they are being beaten by their parents. I
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know it is a dramatic way of putting it but it is part of the nation's duty of care towards it's children".4
Children's rights as regards the media were codified in the United Nations Convention on the Rights
of the Child and adopted by the General Assembly in 1989. Article 17 ensures that a child
"has access to information and material from a diversity of national and international
sources, especially those aimed at the promotion of his or her social, spiritual and
moral well-being and physical and mental health". This includes "the linguistic needs of
children who belong to minority groups or who are indigenous",5 and "freedom to seek,
receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers . . .
through any media of the child's choice".6
The Charter has 138 signatories, the United States was one of two countries that declined, and
continues to decline, to sign.
Television / Children's Television
It is challenging, but far from impossible to apply an expanded definition for "television" while
maintaining an understanding of its traditional role to provide public service programming that is
available to all children, as technology is only one piece of the medium with which we are concerned.
It's continually helpful to place technology into context as Justine Cassell explains, "Technologies are
in fact embodiments, stabilizations, and concretizations of existing social structures and cultural
meanings, that grow out of an unfolding history as part of a necessarily altered and contested future.
The promises and the pitfalls of certain technological forms are realized only through active and
ongoing struggle over their creation, uptake, and revision. New technologies go through what
sociologists of technology call a period of "interpretive fledibility" during which it is still not clear
which social actors will have a role in stabilizing the new technology's meaning and form"7. While the
term "television" used to refer to a cabinet-like device, with scheduled programming on a small
4

"Prix Jeunesse Moderators Report: Non-Fiction". Prix Jeunesse Conference, Munich, Germany, June,
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number of broadcast channels, it has now assumed an "expanded" definition,8 to include cable, satellite
and internet television (IPTV) with hundreds of channels. Currently, television is experiencing a
revolutionary shift away from time based, broadcaster provided programming to a wide sampling of
screen offerings from a variety of commercial and independent sources. Today, viewers can watch
football, drama, news and the latest unboxing video at will, sometimes simultaneously with their tablet
or smartphones. "Viewers are in control, creating personal playlists while digital recorders,
applications and TV web sites accommodate binge-watching. Commentary moves immediately to
social media, not to a weekly TV Guide or the daily newspaper. YouTube and commercial content
intermingle".9 Media scholar David Buckingham elaborates, "Television (and thereby children's
television) operates within a media ecology, operating according to ontological rules and frameworks
and needs to be understood within this context of broader social, economic, political and cultural
forces…This gets us past technological determinism and sentimental views of childhood. The goal is to
come to a considered view of the place of media technology in relation to self and society".10 William
Boddy, in his book, Fifties Television: The Industry and It's Critics, points out that in each case of the
emergence of a new mass medium, the media in question (including the new media of today) was
designed without a purpose in mind, it was a technological breakthrough in search of an application.11
It is ever so. Throughout the 20th century, each new media form has been put into the service of the
market after a relatively brief period of optimism and idealism. During this new
transition, we are in a phase where it is entirely appropriate and necessary to interrupt and ask
questions related to the role of television in the service of our children, before accepting a new iteration
of positioning children as consumers and profit generators. Buckingham notes that "the prevailing
concerns, potential disruptiveness, and potentials alike relate to the ontology of new media and it's
aspects of convergence, multitasking, individualism, identity / authenticity, connection, trust/
credibility, participation, commercialization, inequalities, and learning".12 Samuel Weber writes that
8

Montpetit, Maria. “The Internet is Changing the Definition of Television”. The
Guardian, June 10, 2014. www.theguardian.com/media-network/media-network-blog/2014/jun/10/
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9
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2011.
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"operating within the medium of "television" there are three distinct and active aspects at work production, transmission and reception, interrelated but very different operations, each raising a
different set of issues and questions. Due to the calculated manipulation of this complex algorithm, the
medium is NOT a neutral delivery system".13 Through the study of the ontology and political economy
of television it is possible to notice that children's media is a construction, as is all media – this creates a
special issue for the validity of media representations, especially concerning various archetypes or
constructions of the child that continue to dominate and support various ideologies of childhood,
impacting on our aspiration of what children's media is actually for or what it can achieve. It is
Buckingham's and Weber's frameworks that best guide my research, as they place primary emphasis
on the contextual relationships of complex interacting forces, only one of which is the technology
involved.
This thesis will focus only on the part of the "expanded television" audience who are children
between the ages of 6 and 12 (as "Preschool" television is underpinned by a different business model,
has a differently conceived audience, and different aesthetics from other children's television, it is
excluded from consideration in this thesis for these reasons). The rationale for this focus is derived
from European demographic conventions, especially as they are codified in the annual Prix Jeunesse
Award categories14, and is justified by the international scope of the thesis. According to American
television demographics, "Children" are broken into "Preschool" (2-5), "Children" (6-7),
"Tween" (8-12) and "Youth" (13-no upper age range defined). The Canadian Television Foundation
maintains a formal definition of children's programming - "it must be targeted at persons under the age
of 12 and should include protagonists from this age group. What's more, it should reflect reality (my
italics) from a child's POV".15 A general pattern in media programming as a whole in the United
States is that children are very underrepresented. They are seldom seen, their voices are seldom heard,
and adults in the media seldom talk about children. Many content analyses show that similar patterns
are valid for elderly, women, people with low-income occupations, as well as ethnic and linguistic
minorities. Conversely, adult men belonging to the middle and upper classes and to the majority
13
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population, are clearly overrepresented in the media contents. A widespread interpretation of these
recurring patterns is that the culture, of which media make up a greater and greater part, in this way
reflects the power hierarchy of society and the cultural weight and value of different population
groups. The fact that children, among others, appear and are portrayed seldom in the media output
may, thus, be regarded as an indication that they are, in many respects, attributed a lower value, and
that the media, in this way, give expression to, and exercise, a form of cultural oppression”16. It is only
in advertising that children are relatively common. “This fact indicates a sign of their comparatively
high economic consumption value in society as present and future consumers, as well as their utility in
selling concepts and advertising strategies for products, values and life styles".17 Television viewing
by children, as well as by adults, is increasingly asynchronous, platform agnostic, and self scheduled.
rd
A 2014 study conducted during the week of November 17-23 revealed a 12% drop in traditional
television viewing, either broadcast or cable, by children compared to that same week a year earlier.
During the next quarter an additional 15% drop was reported. The decline has only continued from
there, creating great disruption to traditional models of broadcasting, however children in
industrialized countries are still watching "television" (to be understood as "expanded television") with
enthusiasm and now spend more time engaged with screen media (expanded television) than they do
any other activity besides sleeping.18
Documentary:
Since the late 1920s and early 1930s, when filmmakers and critics in the United States, England
and other Western industrial nations began regularly to use the term "documentary" to refer to a
discrete practice of filmmaking, it has been understood as form of democratic and social pedagogy.19
The Documentary film is always non-fiction and is traditionally bound by an ethic to tell the truth.

16

von Feilitzen, Cecilia, Catharina Bucht, et. al.
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"Contemporary documentaries are also, if not mainly, a legitimate way to hold a discourse on reality,
without misleadingly pretending to be 'objective'".20 "The issue isn't objectivity, which is ridiculous
and impossible, but rather the need to be fair and to embrace the contradictions of every day life
without distorting the truth".21 Cinematic documentaries, the genre of documentary referred to most
frequently throughout the thesis, embrace and employ the techniques and tools of cinema and the
eloquence of non verbal audial and visual storytelling to "reveal worlds that are available to us, but are
not perceived", writes Deanna Kamiel22 in a particularly succinct definition of cinematic purpose,
separating Documentaries from programming that is merely factual, "It is the artistry of the maker that
'perceives', rather than 'reports'", that creates, through cinema, a context for empathy and it's issue,
responsible relationships that support the ideals of citizenship. "A strong feeling of belonging to a
community is shared by documentary making practitioners who have defined their own identity in
radical opposition to entertainment filmmakers. Despite differences in their aesthetic and technical
approach, as well as competition for finding support and distribution, documentary filmmakers share a
common sense of purpose, and their tendency toward innovation is always in dialogue with an
acknowledged tradition".23 As part of the documentary ethos, documentary makers ask themselves,
hopefully, "Am I, and the ideas I amplify with film, contributing to people's ability to think critically, to
build lives around more complex understanding of the hidden mechanisms that shape our world?".
"The power of documentary and its uniqueness lies exactly in its fusion of social purpose with artistic
form".24 Kamiel adds, "From the Maysles brothers' Salesman to Laura Poitras' Citizen Four, the
documentary serves as an index of our humanity".25 As for the presumed audience, "The audience is
engaged as members of a collective who have some right to feel responsible for or involved with the

20

Garham-Holm, Nancy. "Narrative Journalism: Subjectivity, No Longer a Dirty Word”. Danish
Journal of Film Studies, no. 22. December 2006. pg. 53. www.pov.imv.au.dk/pdf/pov22.pdf
21
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Kamiel, Deanna. Class notes, The New School, Fall 2015, New York, NY.
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Dunne, Philip. "The Documentary and Hollywood". Hollywood Quarterly, vol. 1, no. 2, January
1946. Pg.167. http://www.jstor.org/stable/1209558)
24
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Kamiel, Deanna. Class notes, The New School, Spring 2016, New York, NY.

individuals whose story is being told. It is this presumption of the public relevance of individual
circumstance that gives documentary its distinctiveness as a genre".26
Many critically acclaimed27 Documentary films produced for adults in the past 10 years during
"The New Golden Age of Documentary"28 draw from narrative, fictional forms. As Dr Walter Fisher29
found, humans are essentially storytellers, understanding and interpreting life experiences as ongoing
narratives. His research confirms that people relate to stories much better than they do to mountains of
data, leading to a significant conclusion for documentary makers, "effective persuasion relies on a good
story"30 as the intent of the documentarian to achieve an empathic bond with the audience is an
essential quality of the work, and is achieved through persuasive storytelling. Storytelling has acquired
a role of great importance in cinematic documentary in particular, whether created for broadcast,
cable, the silver screen, or any type of screen. Literary devices such as plot, story, arcs, characters,
point of view, rhythm, metaphor, subtext and so on are brought deliberately to bear to arouse interest,
emotions, and a reason to care in the viewer, just as in fiction films. These constructs are materially
embodied in cinema through a non verbal language which makes use of actor/subjects, settings, light,
color, composition, movement, lens choice and placement, soundtracks, and editing.
The cinematic arts, like the other time based art forms of music and dance, have an exceptionally
powerful ability to express and evoke emotion. The "emotions can be (and often are) experienced, felt,
and enjoyed for their own sake, without serving a particular function, entirely apart from anything
they might lead us to believe, or do. Such vicarious experiences are the basis for all aesthetics.
Reading a novel, hearing a piece of music, or watching a film is an emotional experience first of all31 ".
26

Holm, Nancy Graham. "Narrative Journalism: Subjectivity, No Longer a Dirty Word”. Danish
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The documentary photographer Mary Ellen Mark, expresses the importance of emotion in her work in
the following quote,
"Being a social-documentary photographer for so many years has educated me. It has
made me realize how unfair the world is. I wish that all people had equal opportunities. I
realize how difficult it is to break the cycle of poverty. Of course I would love to see somebody
like Tiny32 have a better chance in life, and I would love to see her kids also have a chance. I
wish that tragic pattern of poverty, crime, and drugs could be broken. I never feel that my
pictures are about changing the world. They're just about people. I would hope that they are
about people recognizing themselves in others. My photographs are more about emotions than
politics."33
One emotion in particular stands out in all cinematic documentaries, that of emotional empathy.
Jason Throop describes "empathy" as the "perspective of another from a quasi-first person perspective;
and approximating the feelings, emotions, motives, concerns, and thoughts of another mind."34 This is
the emotion that Mary Ellen Mark describes as being central to her work, and the work of many
others, employed to persuade the viewer to "walk in another person's shoes" or to see things from
another's point of view, to feel as they feel, to feel connected - to experience empathy. Nancy Graham
Holm, expands on this, with particular attention to documentaries, "in the so-called Information Age
people are so much surrounded by voices, images and information that it is becoming increasingly
difficult to get and keep their attention. Once the heart is engaged, however, more information will be
sought. Identification is the solution to apathy, and comes naturally if stories are told in ways that
reinforce our mutual humanity".35
Children's Documentary

32Zelony-Mindell,

Efrem. “Looking Back at Mary Ellen Mark's Iconic Photos of a Prostitute Named
Tiny”, Vice Media, January 25, 2016. www.vice.com/sv/article/zng7ya/looking-back-at-mary-ellenmarks-iconic-photos-of-a-prostitute-named-tiny
33
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"Documentary television" in the context of children's media is often framed as a subset of the term
"Educational Television", however nature documentaries, or historical documentaries, the type a
student might see in his or her science or history class, or on broadcast or cable, are not the cinematic
"documentaries" that are of special interest here, in the same sense that a History Channel
documentary does not win the Academy Award in this category as a different set of expectations,
objectives and techniques are in play. Non-fiction television at large, including "TV" specific genres
such as Reality TV, Talk Shows, News, Game Shows, How-To shows such as cooking shows, and
competition shows are similarly not "Documentaries". "Documentary", as a distinct category, is
primarily a cinematic genre, and "cinema", by definition is not primarily informational. The programs
that I have investigated and screened as part of my research have been primarily designed for
television broadcast, yet are "cinematic" in nature.
A definition of "children's documentaries" was presented during the Prix Jeunesse Moderators
Report36 in 2016, referring to the award given to the best children's documentaries internationally,
stating that "Is it for kids or about kids is the first question". Children's documentaries are always
about the former, and when done well, evoke a specific child's point of view. Annette Brejner, Head of
the Financing Forum for Kids in Europe, says that while doing research on children's behavior and
film consumption on new platforms, she discovered that "the content they actively seek and absorb like
sponges is documentaries.37 A 2015 study commissioned by the BBC reveals that children often prefer
reality over fantasy for a television program. In the first part of the study, psychologists asked children
what would make a better story, and had them chose between plausible plots either described as "true"
or "make believe". Interestingly, the "true" stories received more interest from kids".38 This builds on a
1980 study conducted by Maureen Gaffney, founder of The Children's Media Foundation. In it she
states, "The 'Real Children: Work and Play' category received the highest scores by far than other
types of content".39 A "Kidscreen" report, titled "Insight Kids: "Kids of Yesterday, Today, and

36
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Tomorrow"40 finds that 25 years later, "92% of children like watching non fiction. Common video
formats offered up by companies include tutorials, reality programs, ads/trailers, behind the scenes
footage, music videos, "making of" content, and cast interviews" (the report doesn't include
Documentaries, which to me indicates an unfortunate lack of visibility of the potentials and
applicability of this particular form). Maya Gotz, Head of the International Central Institute for
Youth and Educational Television (IZI)41 at the Bayerischer Rundfunk and Managing Director of the
Prix Jeunesse International,42 supports this claim in an interview, "Primary school children (6 to 9
years) are very curious about the world so they love every kind of educational program: science shows,
reports. Just to learn about all things surrounding them. How things are produced. For example how
bread is baked. Also they like to learn about different kinds of cultures. They really want to know
everything".43 "You can talk about any topic in children's documentary,"44 adds Meike Statema, Head
of Education, Youth Programs and IDFAcademy. Brejner elaborates on the relevance of
documentaries to children's concerns, "Kids are naturally drawn to content that helps them do the
work of growing up. From exploring non-fiction, kids gain the "4 C's": Control, Creative Inspiration,
Competence, and Confidence".45 (“Caring” provides an appropriate fifth “C”). Aside from this rubric,
children's documentaries are similar to documentaries made for adults in respect to cinematic
production values for, as has been described previously, cinematic approaches in particular seem to
have an enhanced ability to engage the aspect of empathy so crucial to the purpose of this work. The
primacy of empathy in children's documentaries is reflected in the comments of Kez Margrie (award
winning children's producer, CBBC), who invoked the term "Ubuntu" (a Swahili term meaning "I am
because we are"),46 indicating that through Documentary children are introduced to others whose lives
are not like their own, and the concept that caring about these children matters, as does knowing that
40
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there are others caring for them. She continued to explain that "connection, co-creation, cooperation
are the objectives of children's documentaries, along with Empathy".47 The role of storytelling is as
vital an aspect of the effective children's documentary as it is in films for adults. Moreover, a particular
type of narrative, the "Ludic Narrative", was identified by child psychologist Bruno Bettleheim in 1980
as a powerful mode of storytelling for children that speaks directly to their needs. "'Ludic Narratives'
allow children to understand their emotions, to strengthen themselves by suggesting positive reactions
to their fears in adverse and violent situations, and to overcome their anxieties and feelings of
helplessness and weakness, indifference and insecurity".48 Though he was describing fantasy tales at
the time, the definition of the Ludic narrative applied to the possibility and potency of the children's
documentary seems to aptly describe an approach to story in many documentaries made specifically
for children. Yet, David Kleeman49 delivered the following provocative remark in an address to the
broadcasters, producers and media scholars in attendance at the Prix Jeunesse conference in 2016,
"By and large – we [Americans] don’t make shows like these [internationally sourced documentaries].
When an American kid turns on TV, how often do they see any clue as to where they are, or who they
are? How often do they see news or documentaries made for them?50"
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Chapter Two:
Cultural Context

It is a central claim of this thesis that Media produced for children, in ways that reflect and
scaffold their understandings of how they feel cared for and care for others, is important to their sense
of value as an individual and as a member of society. Cultural products, especially when they benefit
from significant investment, should reflect the preoccupations, concerns, possibilities, and hopes of the
people they represent. This chapter examines the cultural context of children as well as the media
made available to them, in the United States, in order to better understand if, the "cultural product" of
children's television (broadcast or "expanded") meets these goals.
The need for truthful representations of children's realities in and by the media is very evident
today. Our collective cultural context in 2017, made palpable by the mainstream media and it's
messaging, is chaotic with claims and challenges to the role and even value of reality and truth. The
Oxford English Dictionary anointed "Post-truth" as the "word of the year" in 2016.51 Children find
themselves in post-truth America, requiring support for their questions and concerns about the real
world and of the mediated world they increasingly operate in. However, as Maire Messenger Davies
reports, there is no factual programming made available to American children to assist them in
understanding the world and their place in it. "In the USA – where the rest of the world is entitled to
hope that future citizens are being educated about their global role – there is no regular news coverage
for children. The PBS channels, broadcasting from different stations, with different schedules around
the country, have a full schedule for children from early in the morning until 5.30 pm, but programs
are aimed mainly at younger children and do not include news".52 Ellen Seiter and Megan Pincus, in
an article for Televizion in 2004, described how American parents were advised to provide their
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children with “a protective silence' about the Iraq war”.53 Their research indicated that children's
views about military action “almost resembled comics, and many of their questions went unanswered”.
Children's documentaries are poised to address two aspects of children's development that are
compromised by this contemporary cultural context - the need to know what's real, and the cultivation
of empathetic responses to self and others; as well as their rights as indicated by the UN Charter.
Other stressed and marginalized subcultures in American society, for example women and African
Americans, have finally, after a long period of slow change, begun to receive visibility and dignity in
terms of their representations in the media at large and in documentary specifically (though of course
there is a long way to go before the fullness of their realities is accurately expressed). Children, in their
varied aspects and realness, still remain unseen. What does it mean for their realities to be ignored if,
"Media is embedded in the routines of daily life and provides many of the symbolic resources that we
use to conduct our relationships and define our identities".54 Meanwhile, we are informed that
"violence, sexism, consumerism, bullying, exclusion and disrespect are now woven into the very fabric
of contemporary children's culture. Marketers prey on children with the wiles once reserved for
adults, producing brand conscious kids who define their identities in terms of commercial products"55
Many observers of the culture in the United States recognize that children are in a very vulnerable
position at this time of social flux and instability. Evidence for this is abundant, for example it is
documented that half of all public school children live in near poverty, 16 million children receive food
stamps56 and too many children are either incarcerated or homeless. The National Center on Family
Homelessness reports that "One in 45 children experience homelessness in America each year. That's
over 1.6 million children".57 Moreover, "while homeless, they experience high rates of acute and
chronic health problems. The constant barrage of stressful and traumatic experience also has profound
effects on their development and ability to learn."58 We see vulnerability in these heartbreaking
53
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reports, but sometimes also in remarkably banal ways. For instance, it is a contemporary cultural
phenomenon that live action screen representations of un or minimally supervised children in their
natural habitats in American culture have almost entirely vanished, just as they have in actuality. It is
easy to observe what research affirms - children are spending less time playing outside with each other
(formerly a crucial part of childhood culture) or interacting with society at large, another norm
throughout the ages, as parents become increasingly wary of perceived risks. Parents fear harm to
their children, but also, even legitimately, to their own reputations and livelihood for in multiple cases
federal charges have been filed against parents for letting their children play, wander or travel
outdoors,59 certainly a sign of instability and flux in cultural norms. In an unsafe and unstable world it
is safer for children to be at home, and at home, often alone, isolated children turn for company to
their screens. "Societally the prevalence of households headed by a single parent, the high proportion
of parents working outside the home for longer hours, and the lack of traditional social and family
support are among influential pressures on parents - all of which contribute to children being tacitly or
actively encouraged to spend their time indoors, watching television".60 The length of time left alone
indoors watching "television" can bring forth negative effects. "In one study, middle school students left
home alone for more than three hours a day reported higher levels of behavioral problems, higher rates
of depression, and lower levels of self-esteem than other students".61 Moreover, 67% of children62 are
reported to have multiple devices to turn to alone, such as their own tablet, phone, or tv, and viewing,
even when multiple family members are gathered under one roof, is rapidly becoming a solitary, self
curated experience. Just as time spent with others outdoors has diminished, time spent indoors
engaged with parents and siblings has also diminished, though growing up within a household
"narrative" that gives structure to children's reality and their place in their family and community has
long been considered fundamental. "When a household has no established narrative, it is overwhelmed
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the burden of narratives constructed for it".63 “The genie is out of the bottle", media scholar Joe
Kincheloe warns, as "adult information is uncontainable, yet media messages and narratives have not
been softened, omitted or redacted for the protection of young ears in many of the programs that
children are exposed to" and "Kids absorb these views, repeat them, and integrate them into a set of
perspectives that combine to make up how they see themselves and others".64 A case in point may be
found in the 2016 US Presidential campaign. In the Spring of 2016, "Teaching Tolerance", the
Southern Poverty Law Center's education initiative, took an informal poll of educators to gauge how
the presidential campaign had affected schools up to that time, about six months before the election.
The organization's conclusion from the thousands of comments it received: "Yes, something is going
on65". More than two-thirds of teachers reported that students — mainly immigrants, children of
immigrants, and Muslims — had expressed concerns or fears about what might happen to them or
their families after the election: "Teachers used words like "'hurt'" and "'dejected'" to describe the
impact on their charges. The ideas and language coming from the presidential candidates are bad
enough, but many students — Muslim, Hispanic and African-American — are far more upset by the
number of people, including classmates and even teachers, who seem to agree with Trump. In a recent
study, 86% of teachers and 70% of parents admitted to worrying often that the world is an unkind
place to children. “They [the children] are struggling with the belief that 'everyone hates them'."66
Their loneliness and disconnection, as well as the loneliness and disconnection of all isolated children,
can be significantly mitigated by the response of the culture in the form of cultural products. The
utility of responsive and responsible Media for children 6-12 that meets them where they are, as they
are, to help them navigate their realities within our culture was affirmed by Bettleheim in a
presentation made to the American Film Institute in 1990, when he said, "Movies allow children to
observe and learn about other people's desires, motivations, and personal conflicts. Only a popular and
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important form of communication can provide people with the answers to contemporary concerns".67
Which leads to a question, if they appear to be of relevant service in addressing the acute needs of
families and children in our culture today, why are children's documentaries (whether expanded tv,
broadcast television, or film) underutilized?
st
The socio-political context of the television industry itself as it exists in the 21 century invites
further examination. Helle Strandgaard-Jensen, a media scholar at Aarhus University in Denmark,
has written, "what is found to be in 'children's best interest' is always political".68 That is, it serves the
ends of more powerful forces in society. "Children's public interest became synonymous with
whatever the media market found profitable to offer children69 from its earliest days", states the former
chairman of the FCC (1961-1963) and passionate advocate for publicly funded children's television,
Newton Minow. He adds, "If we can't figure out what the public interest means with respect to those
who are too young to vote, some of whom are illiterate, who are financially, emotionally, even
physically dependent on adults, then we will never figure out what it means for anyone else. Children
above all know this. They hear us talk incessantly about broken schools, broken homes, and broken
values, and they watch as we do noting about their broken spirits". Henry Giroux reflected on this in
2002, writing, "In the United States today consumerism now appears to be the only kind of citizenship
being offered to children and adults. As they are 'growing up corporate,' the culture in which children
are invited to participate is becoming increasingly individual and commercial and less collective and
civic. The language spoken is of the market and its demands for profit rather than of democracy and
the political rights and responsibilities of citizens".70 That the United States lacks a television industry
that perceives itself as an educational institution with a sense of social responsibility to the cultural
environment of children ages 6-12 is obvious (the historical foundations of this phenomenon are
further discussed in the subsequent Chapter). Perhaps wanting, or expecting a different standard and
set of aspirations to be active in policies that lead to funding for quality children's programming
67
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(including documentaries) which offer no opportunities for merchandising or the cultivation of
consumers is far too idealistic. There is no evidence that things have changed since Cy Schneider,
active at the emergence of children's television in 1957, wrote 30 years later in response to the efforts
of advocates for improved children’s television, "What these people fail to realize is that commercial
television, even for children, is just another business. It is a business that makes money by helping sell
products, a valuable stimulator for gross national product which in turn helps create jobs and greases
the wheels of our economy. Is it fair to ask the television industry to be a different form of business?"71
But what are the implications of "not asking", in Giroux's view? "The cost of this" he warns, "is high,
and can be seen in the power of an ever-expanding commercial culture to undermine the democratic
foundation of civil society"72 . There are indications that American citizens, be they parents, teachers,
or other aware and caring adults, are not comfortable with the abdication of children's mediated
environments to the free market. A comprehensive 2011 report on Children's Media in the United
States states, "Every informant expressed deep concern about some aspect of television production,
content, or viewing context. The values, whether manifest or latent, of television were a prime cause
of concern, and these included those related to materialism, commercialism, consumerism citizenship,
civic responsibility, social responsibility, and empathy.73 " Indeed, only scant attention is paid to the
quality and purpose of children's television overall not only by broadcasters, but by cultural
commenters and policy makers. Burt Supree,74 a cultural critic , once asked children's media advocate
Maureen Gaffney "why do you think there's so little criticism of children's media?" She replied, "It's
not chic, it's not terrifying, in some way it's just not important. As long as you entertain the kids for an
afternoon, they don't scream and hate it, people seem to think it's not very important how well it's
done."75 The question remains - is this truly important? It is, if, as scholar Dale Kunkle reports,
"Each nation's future is ultimately found in the hands of its children. In the United States of
America, the children that represent the nation's future come in all shapes and sizes, of many
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colors of skin, and from a wide range of economic conditions, spanning the secure and well
sustained to the homeless and hungry. How any nation conceptualizes childhood, how it
perceives or stereotypes its youth in terms of their patterns of behavior, how it treats its
children in terms of laws to protect them and policies to benefit them, all depend upon how
children are viewed by the nation's citizens.76"
Marginalizing children and rendering their lives, concerns, points of views, and needs invisible in
media representations; cultivating their usefulness solely as consumers and passive citizens; and
denying public funding or structural support to their media in ways that would elevate them to full
citizens and fully seen and respected individuals are choices, rooted in policy, rooted in a cultural
notion of who children are. It is notable that the news media's reporting of stories about children are
largely about crime. According to research conducted by Kunkle at The University of Arizona, 48%
of all news story topics involving children feature child molesters on the loose, crimes committed by
children and unto children77. Stuart Allen confirms "When media attention is directed towards
children, it often situates them as a problem demanding urgent intervention, leading some
commentators to suggest that the media interest in young people typically revolves around adult
anxieties, first and foremost".78 So not only are children not often spoken to as full, deserving,
important citizens in favor of their role as consumers, when they are spoken about it is often as a
problem to be solved - together these two media environments create a distorted mirror that does not
serve well their emerging sense of selves as individuals and citizens. Mike Jempson, an international
media and children's rights consultant adds,
" There is a great deal of stereotyping – children portrayed as powerless victims of abuse,
conflict, crime and poverty; or children seen as charming and entertaining accessories to the
adult world. Where children themselves have been asked about their views on media portrayal
– anywhere in the world – invariably they object to this stereotyping, and want to know why
the media so rarely treats them seriously as intelligent individuals who are quite capable of
contributing to debate".79
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There is a way in which mainstream Western-based commercial media owners DO take children
seriously – they represent new media markets who must be wooed in order to deliver their eyeballs to
advertisers. This results in the fracturing of the children's audience. “Children" fall into an age
category of 6-7, with the "Pre-School" category (2-5 yrs) before it, and after it the "Tween", which
typically describes an age range from 8-12, though in 2011 it was reported that the definition of
"tween" can be anywhere from 5-12 "depending on the child's relationship to the media".80 The
category above "tween" is "Youth", describing viewers age 13 and above. The "sophistication",
independence from parents, and highly developed taste preferences of the youth demographic are
cultivated in "tween" programming. Whereas a "Youth's sense of identity would have in earlier times
come from the maturing influence of work, it now emerges more from their targeted status by the
media. "These 'youth' become, rather than productive contributors, consumers, and occasions for
parental expenditures, though increasingly independent of parental authority".81 Correspondingly
(and not coincidentally) the "youth market" has exploded in the last decade. What is of concern is that
"what many young people have lost are clear paths for gaining experience, doing responsible, socially
necessary work either in or out of the home, for moving away from parental supervision without losing
contact with adults".82 There is a specific relevance here to the media produced for children, and
youth, programs that represent and reflect them and their experiences as they truly are, not as
constructions that serve consumerism. Joan Ganz Cooney spoke to this, saying, "It is also important
to remember that children do not aspire to be teenagers but rather aspire to be empowered children"83.
Thus, the absence of realistic representations on television of children 6-12 and their real lives and
concerns is problematic. This further articulated by Marlo Thomas, author of the seminal Free to Be
You and Me, who wrote in 2014,
"Children today are raised in a cultural context of fear and are having an increasingly
difficult time remaining children. The problem is exacerbated by a programming gap
80
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for 'tweens', or kids 8-12. At the critical age when they are forming their ideas of who
they are, how the world works, and how they should behave in it, tweens have no
developmentally appropriate, empathetic, and humane content just for them. One
would think that in the sea of TV, gaming, and social media contexts that every group
would become a niche audience, yet tweens have fewer tools and outlets than their
younger counterparts (meaning ‘pre-school' - my note), or than the ‘youth’ demographic
above them".84
Linda Simensky, Vice President of Children's Programming for PBS, notes that "while there is ample
programming for preschoolers in the United States, the 8-12s remain underserved85".
"Educational Media" is a programming category that one might expect to include documentary
programs and provide remedies to the issues addressed above. Instead, educational (aka “big E”)
programs, which may be very well produced, are developed in the United States according to a
specific set of "Common Core" curricular goals, as well in coordination with available funding
opportunities, and do not include the kind of "small e" programs that a documentary for and about
children would fit into. The audience for educational media overall is heavily concentrated in early
childhood, mostly between 2 - 4 years of age. It drops almost in half by the time kids are 5-7 years old,
and roughly in half again for ages 8-10.86 A separate trend shows that as children grow, they increase
their total time using screen media significantly. When these two findings are placed together - older
children watch the most screen media, yet spend the least amount of time with any educational content
- one sees a badly missed opportunity. Dale Kunkle responds with alarm, "I can't think of a single
noteworthy 'tween'-targeted TV show with strong learning value over the past decade".87
The production and availability of News programs for children is tangentially relevant to that of
documentaries, though the journalistic approach is often different, aspirationally. Children's News
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provision is a topic for a more extended study beyond the framework of this thesis, but a national
commitment to non-fiction journalism for children would indicate a basic level of acknowledgment that
the children in our care have both the appetite and need for information and visibility. One report,
produced in the UK, "What Do Children Want From the BBC?" is the result of a year of research at
four Universities in collaboration with commissioning editors at BBC and the producer of the CBBC's
children's news program "Newsround", with some potentially surprising results. "Though adult news
frequently ignores children's perspectives and voices, 98% of children interviewed found news to be
'interesting'. This offers a strong riposte to those who argue that children and young people are
apathetic and not concerned about current affairs. Only 3 out of 129 children who answered this
question said 'no'."88 "The concepts of 'knowing', 'what's going on', and 'the world' are recurrently
mentioned, individually or together in children's definitions of 'news'"89. Furthermore, as media scholar
David Buckingham writes, "the symbiotic relationship between news production and active citizenship
is widely regarded as central to the health of democratic societies. Why is it that children have so few
news outlets that directly address them, their interests, and concerns?”90 In an interview with Maya
Gotz, director of the IZI research organization and the Prix Jeunesse, she related her thoughts as to
why she believes Germany is able to provide it's children with so many more empowering and socially
responsible non-fiction programs for children 6-11, including it’s popular news program “logo!”, than
are found in the United States, stating,
"After World War 2, Germany had to take a long look in the mirror to ask ourselves what have
we become? Who are we? What are our values? What must we stand for, and against? This
has been a decades long process. This is why you see us working so hard, and pretty well, to
pass these perspectives, these goals, along to our children. It's for our cultural and ethical
survival. We had a wake up call, but you (in the United States) haven't had that yet. You're
an example of what happens when you don't value what we learned to value after WW2. I
don't want to say you 'deserve it', of course your children don't, but it's what you have now, a
Spongebob mentality". I don't envy you."91
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Chapter Three:
Historical Context

This Chapter provides an overview of the efforts made in the United States during the past 75
years regarding television made for children. A historical context provides an additional framework for
understanding why children's television broadcast programs in the United States have evolved as they
have, and helps to explicate the gaps in provision of quality non-fiction programs for children between
the ages of 6 and 12.
Efforts to address the purpose and nature of children's television have been sporadic in the United
States since the early days of television. Educational TV was the first attempt at public service
broadcasting in the United States, building on efforts to engage radio as a tool for instruction since the
inception of that medium. In 1952, the FCC set aside 242 noncommercial channels to encourage
educational programming. One year later, it became apparent that the funding by foundations and the
government to assist in producing such shows was sorely lacking. "TV" became what Cy Schneider,
meant when he wrote “television’s first mission is not to inform, educate or enlighten. It isn’t even to
entertain. Its first mission is to entice viewers to watch the commercials.”92 Schneider made no
exception for children, though elsewhere there were those with different ideals, for example at the
nation's first community owned station, WQED in Pittsburgh, which received $10,000 from a
technology company (Emerson) and began broadcasting in 1954. Station manager Lyle Hazard
announced, "On this station you will find a Children's Hour, designed to determine whether it is
necessary for someone to get killed to entertain young folks".93 That children's hour was "The
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Children's Corner" conceived, written and directed, composed, and puppeteered by Fred Rogers (cowritten and hosted by Josie Carey), and was a successful program which was not supported by
government or ad dollars, or scaffolded by academic research studies - it was entirely the work of an
individual creator making use of a $30 per week program budget94, access to the airwaves, and an
allotment of broadcast time. Aside from this rare example though, by the late 1950's almost all
children's programs were funded by advertising and had as their purpose the development of
consumers, especially for toys. "Television was barely a decade old, and already there were calls for
reform".95 In 1955 the American sociologist Paul Lazerfeld called for a comprehensive study on the
effects of the new medium including "unorthodox" studies involving long term examinations of families
and those involved in the creative process, as well as funding for a central organization or foundation
to carry the study of television forward. By 1960, approximately 90% of all American homes had a TV
set, and a consortium of groups, including the US Congress, made the effort called for by Lazerfeld to
address the commercialization of children's programming. In Minow's famous 1961 "Vast Wasteland"
speech to the National Association of Broadcasters, he questions the role of broadcasters regarding
their service to children, saying in part,
"Is there no room on television to teach, to inform, to uplift, to stretch, to enlarge the
capacities of our children? Is there no room for programs deepening their
understanding of children in other lands? Is there no room for a children's news show
explaining something to them about the world at their level of understanding? Is there
no room for reading the great literature of the past, for teaching them the great
traditions of freedom? There are some fine children's shows, but they are drowned out
in the massive doses of cartoons, violence, and more violence. Must these be your
trademarks? Search your consciences and see if you cannot offer more to your young
beneficiaries whose future you guide so many hours each and every day".96
He concluded his stirring speech with the following remarks,
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"I urge you, I urge you to put the people's airwaves to the service of the people and the
cause of freedom. You must help prepare a generation for great decisions. You must help a
great nation fulfill its future. Do this! I pledge you our help".
Congress responded by commissioning a study led by Senator Thomas Dodd in 1962. "Out of this
project, we hope, will cause a better understanding of the effects of television upon young people, and
data indicating how its rich potentials can best be utilized to help fulfill the special needs of children in
this complex and changing world".97 To this day, however, much of the research in the field of children
and television has been underfunded, short-term, isolated, uncoordinated studies carried out in the
kind of seclusion Lazerfeld called then "the accidental initiative of individual scholars".98 Similar to
today, the academic community at that time instigated research that reflected the social contexts and
concerns of the era, which were then violence, social unrest, and the inequalities and social ills related
to poverty. This preoccupation, and the will to address the issue through television, led to funding
initiatives such as the Children's Television Workshop in 1968, a research based public television
initiative, created as part of the "Great Society" President Lyndon Johnson hoped to build at that time.
Television producer Joan Ganz Cooney and foundation executive Lloyd Morrisett developed CTW
with the idea to form an organization to produce "Sesame Street", a television series which would help
children, especially those from low-income families, prepare for school. They spent 1966-1968
researching, developing, and raising money for the new series. Cooney was named as the Workshop's
first executive director, which was termed "one of the most important television developments of the
1970's decade".99 ZOOM debuted on PBS in 1972. Designed for the 7-12’s, it was a highly
interactive program that put children's experiences and questions at the center. "On the show, a cast
of (usually) seven kids present or perform various activities such as games, plays, poems, recipes,
jokes, songs, movies, science experiments, and informal chats on such subjects such as hospitals,
prejudice, etc., all suggested by viewer contributions". ZOOM produced original programming until
1978.
The 1980's "Reagan Era" introduced a period of radical media deregulation, resulting in the
return to program length commercials for toys ("My Little Pony", "Transformers", etc.) and an
overwhelming comparative advantage for the US industry's global audiovisual trade in children's
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entertainment. The market rewarded the children's media industry's evolution into an export industry
of cheaply manufactured goods. In 1981 the deregulatory FCC Chairman Fowler famously
encapsulated this pragmatic industrial position in the phrase “television is the equivalent of a toaster
with pictures"100. By 1983, children's television was swamped by toy-promoting shows and animations
with "new and improved" gendered appeal, yet in that same year Chairman Fowler insisted that the
market would eventually serve children well enough because someone would "sooner or later figure
out how to do what the networks had historically failed to do, make a profit while doing quality
children's programs".101 This in fact did not occur, though merchandising of program related toys and
games had begun to skyrocket. In the International arena, children's rights were codified in the
Convention on the Rights of the Child and adopted by the General Assembly of the UN in 1989 (as
noted in Chapter One).
Then came cable television, a "disruptor" which would complicate things greatly. After a slow
beginning in the 1980s, "Nickelodeon", a children's television channel, emerged during the 1990s and
positioned itself as a parent-friendly global "consumer commons" for children.102 The channel, the first
and most successful of it's kind, positioned children as savvy kids empowered as independent
consumers, the basis for a questionable sense of agency. As Sarah Banet-Weiser writes in Kids Rule!
Nickelodeon and Consumer Citizenship,103 "Nickelodeon creates a commercial "imagined community"
that addresses children as citizens of that community with certain rights bestowed by the network.
Children vote on U.S. presidential candidates, are involved in real news shows, are portrayed as
smarter than adult authority figures in programming, and demonstrate other forms of agency within
that network space. [Although] Nickelodeon's politics offers diverse and often non-stereotypical
representation [it presents] no active challenge to the structural inequalities governing children's
lives."104 But, by 1993, Geraldine Laybourne, the visionary CEO from 1985–95, proclaimed that
Nickelodeon had become Minow's quality children's provision, and Fowler's profit making children's
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broadcaster. This period in history documents the tensions and contradictions of "agency" and the
structural limitations of working within a commercial media system, though in many ways
Nickelodeon did demonstrate a remarkable new vision of childhood, and appealing experiments in
television genre and production techniques. Nickelodeon also featured "Nick News", the longest
running news program for children in US broadcast history (one of only two, ever). Nick News was
broadcast weekly during prime time 1992-1996, and was picked up by local broadcasters nationally for
rebroadcast to fulfill their E/I requirements105 in 1995, thereby ensuring it's continued funding. Linda
Ellerbee, producer and host of Nick News, said, "In all candor, many of those stations picked up our
show because the Federal Communications Commission was making serious noises about [complying
with] the Children's Television Act [of 1990]. And our show is what it's about - decent programming
for kids".106 No one before or since Linda Ellerbee has produced a substantial, regularly scheduled
broadcast or cable news program for children in the United States. "Channel One", which broadcast
news for children in school environments for 10 minutes per day beginning in 1990 is not to be
considered a regular news source, as 80% of it's program time is devoted to advertising and product
placement. In 2006, the American Academy of Pediatrics reported that research indicated that children
who watched Channel One remembered the commercials more than the news107.
In addition to Linda Ellerbee, Joan Ganz Cooney, and Fred Rogers, another singular innovator,
Peggy Charren, began "Action for Children's Television" in her living room in 1968. Squire Rushnell,
the onetime head of children’s programming at ABC wrote in 1988, “I think Peggy Charren and ACT,
have been the most significant grass-roots influence on children’s television and on all of television.
Period.”108 After two decades, the work of Charren and other advocates culminated in the passage of
The Children's Television Act of 1990. "The whole point was to find what was missing, not to criticize
what was there".109 This was a radical position for the time, as throughout the 1970's most concern
related to children's programming concerned the effects of televised violence on children, with an
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emphasis on how to protect children from television, not to provide more of it. The implementation of
the CTA in 1990 required that broadcast television stations in the United States carry a minimum of
three hours of "educational/informational" (labelled "E/I") programming produced specifically for
children. Though full implementation of the bill would not come until 1996, the momentum gained,
advocates believed, would usher in a new era of high quality educational TV. At the 1996 Annenberg
Public Policy Conference on Children's Television, Rep. Ed Markey (D-Mass.) stated, "this may be
the last conference where those who are good about talking about children's television may outnumber
those who are producing it",110 and, "Broadcasters beware: A new era has begun!". Recommendations
from the conference included:
1. Partnerships between producers and advertisers,
2. Between advertisers and academics, academics and programmers, in order to share what
works
3. Design of more appropriate ratings system; breaking the old audience
into more developmentally age appropriate categories
4. Designing a subsample of children that can be measured and tracked
5. Promotional efforts to let potential viewers know about quality programs
6. To encourage the ongoing financial commitment of advertisers
7. Development of a shared research agenda that furthers an understanding of why
children prefer the shows they do.
Many conference attendees hoped that the research done by different stakeholders - advertisers,
academics, broadcasters - could be shared in a way that would increase understanding of how to
provide children with quality educational television programming. One can observe a great tension
between reasonable hopes and expectations for quality, and the necessity of political and economic
support at this time. Notably, the APPC roundtable concluded that without the support and funding
by advertisers and broadcasters, any resulting programs would not reach their intended audiences.
Indeed, with very little forthcoming in the way of initiatives for developing programming or initiatives
through allotment of funds by Congress, the CTA ultimately failed in its efforts to expand the amount
of "quality" educational television for children between the ages of 6-11 as there were soon loopholes
made available to commercial broadcasters to instead provide public service announcements and
"specials" to fulfill their mandates. One such loophole was that stations could sponsor educational
television on PBS to fulfill their broadcast responsibilities. They were also able to license blocks of
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vetted "E/I" properties, such as "Nick News" from Nickelodeon, or "Sesame Street" from PBS, more
cheaply than creating new original educational programming. This set the stage for continued reduced
funding of PBS (Congress discontinued significant funding in 1995, determining that it was not
needed due to the influx of licensing and ancillary global sales profits), and less new quality children's
programs on commercial stations. "According to a 1998 report by the Annenberg Foundation, the
number of network television shows deemed to be 'highly educational' dropped from 43% prior to the
enactment of the Children's Television Act to 29% in the eight years since it was imposed".111 Charren
commented bitterly on the passage in 1996,
"No wonder we got Congress to pass the Act unanimously, no wonder the Industry
didn't object - no one had any intention to pay any attention to it. It took a little while to figure
that out. They wanted to list GI Joe as "educational", saying 'Joe's fight against an evil that
has the capability of mass destruction of society, it's use of social conscientiousness and
responsibility are show themes' - I suppose if Joe had stopped on his way to murder and
mayhem to buy an orange, they would have claimed the show fulfilled an objective of nutrition
education! The only thing this proves to me is that self-regulation doesn't work"112 .
In Australia, people persuaded successive governments that it was important to preserve
Australian programs for Australian children through regulation and subsidy in various forms. In 1995
the Australian Children's Television Foundation (ACTF) took on the challenge to host the first World
Summit on Media for Children, held in Melbourne, Australia, in response to concern from many
countries world wide about sustained support for quality children's television in an era of increasing
deregulation. 637 delegates from 71 countries attended this landmark event which was hosted by
Foundation founder, Patricia Edgar. The idea for the World Summit grew out of a Round Table
meeting hosted by the Prix Jeunesse in May 1993.
"At that meeting it became clear that programming for children was changing and
under threat in a variety of ways and could no longer remain purely a domestic issue
for most nations if it was to survive with the values and objectives that professionals in
the industry believe should apply to children's programs”.
The Summits continue, meeting every 4 years in different international locations. Americans tend to be
under represented.
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During this time period, 1205 parents in the United States were surveyed and "expressed a belief
that more television has the potential to do more good than harm and were very aware of and
expressed satisfaction with high quality programs for preschool programs but much less so for
elementary and middle school children. All parents surveyed would and do gravitate towards high
quality programs for children when and where available and are concerned about their deficit". Today,
a lack of political will and the need to compete within the global marketplace so far collides with and
colludes against those who would provide the high quality programs, especially those such as
documentary, which are not easily exported, made into transmedia properties, or produce profits
enhanced by ancillary sales of merchandise. Jane Startz, producer of "The Magic School Bus",
related, "the money you get from licensing and ancillary sales in addition to International sales, really is
a necessity [absent government funding or ad sales] as that money gets pumped back into the TV
show".113 Advertising sales, a traditional source of funding, has fallen off sharply for programming for
children below age 12, due to a memorandum to the 1991 Children's Television Act that imposed
restrictions in advertising to programs in that category. By the 2010s, most major networks had
phased out traditional children's programming in favor of programs targeted to the 13-16 year old
range to avoid the restriction. "Fox hasn't produced a program for the under 13 age group since 2008,
ABC switched to an all 13-16 demographic in 2011, CBS followed suit in 2013, CW in 2014".114 By
doing so, broadcasters can sell 16.5 more minutes during a 3 hour time block to advertisers and still
met their legal requirement to air "children's programming". Casey Keller, producer of "Beakman's
World", said, "I find myself pitching budgets rather than premises, being able to say "I can shoot two of
these in a week", rather than "I can fascinate you with wonderful characters"115. Children's media
scholar Russell Miller summed up this devastating matrix of factors impacting the provision of
children's quality television in the Children's Media Yearbook of 2015, stating that "weak licensing,
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poor ad sales, low ratings, and the smell of education - these today are the Four Horsemen riding
roughshod over quality children's television"116.
The destabilizing scenario is thought to have emerged in 2001 in the United States, and around the
world. Jeanette Steemers writes from Australia, "as free to air channels proliferated, pan global pay tv
networks matured, and multi-platform delivery became the norm. Audiences, including the child
audiences, fragmented across multiple platforms. So did advertising and program budgets."117 In
2017, emergent Video on Demand ("VOD") services as well as changes in children's television viewing
behaviors are further destabilizing norms of production and distribution. In this new completely
commercial ecology, public funding for broadcast television that reaches fewer and fewer members of
the child audience, and the absence of any advertising dollars available to VOD original production,
leaves the question of financing to the producers in 2017, imperiling research based production
processes. Some argue in favor of a more open market for producers, asserting that the freedom to find
one's own audience through Internet channels will liberate producers from constraints and
gatekeepers. Producers wonder how to find funding for their "liberated" work.
In any case, a perusal of the table of contents for the Children's Media Yearbook of 2015118 reveals
that discussions and explorations of children's television by academics and industry participants on the
form, function, consumption, possibility and perils of children's media, little attention has been paid to
the production of that media, television included, by anyone. This has been the case at least since 1983
when a Communications Research Trends report found that "In the review of the current research on
children's programming it is striking that there is so little information or understanding of these central
questions."119 Instead, most research appears to be prompted by adult anxiety over media effects,120
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reflecting in some ways the "moral panics" of the past regarding the introduction of new media forms.
Maire Messenger-Davies writes,
"From the earliest days of media, children's consumption of media has been the cause
for moral panics on the part of adults - from the violent effects of comic books in the '30s to the
concerns about media's effect on obesity, or the effect of social media or violent video games on
teens today. There is a long history of US politicians treating media as a pathology to be
researched and treated, with the resulting slew of research funding going to effects research
making it very difficult to find funding for research into positive effects of television or any
evidence of this type of research being conducted in the halls of academia".121
Research Universities, such as The Annenberg School for Communication, or the MIT Media Lab, as
well as research departments in media companies such as "Sesame Studios" (the newly branded former
"Children's Television Workshop") are responding vigorously to both cultural anxieties regarding new
media forms, as well as to the highly targeted preschool demographic (age 2-5 yrs.) as they investigate
and develop new media properties, such as Interactive "apps" and online delivery of educational
programming, following market driven funding and entrepreneurial opportunities. The Media Studies
Department at The New School emphasized children's media in the early days of it's founding,122 in
particular as scholars such as Peter Haratonik examined potential positive outcomes for children and
young people through engagement with media, unfortunately this focus is no longer in place. The
negative effect of this otherwise understandable framework is that close examination in support of
"best practices" in creating and distributing children's time based, televised media has diminished in
the United States to the point of extinction. In comparison, there are many efforts in Europe to fuse
research and production for televised programming for all children, as seen in many ambitious efforts,
one being the Children's Television Department at the University of Salford in the UK, which operates
as an incubator of new talent for UK's Children's media industry. There are currently no academic
departments in the USA that focus on children's media research and broadcast production in a
similarly collaborative way.
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Chapter Four:
"Discovering Quality in Children's Documentary Programs”

"Quality" continues to be an elusive term, susceptible to claims reflecting coercion, biases, and
personal preferences. The need to make transparent never neutral notions of quality and values
inherent in children's content must be addressed in ongoing ways. We know that while the culture of
children is a global phenomenon, differing social constructs regarding the idea of "children", as well as
adult aspirations them, differ from one locality or time period to another. How is "Quality" then
defined? What mechanisms in production and transmission give us an idea of how notions of
"Quality" intersect with concepts about childhood, about the changing nature of television, about the
goals of all non fiction programming, but specifically documentary, for children?
Propelled by a renewed optimism in response to breakthroughs like the United Nations
Declaration on the Rights of the Child in 1989 and The Children's Television Act of 1991 in the United
States, numerous and varied manifestos and guidelines for producers, policy makers, and broadcasters
have been developed internationally in order to clarify and communicate a research based set of factors
influencing the production of Quality in children's television. For example, The Children's Television
Charter 123 was presented by Anna Home, director, producer and Executive producer for BBC TV's
Children's Programs for more than two decades, at the first World Summit for Media and Children in
March, 1995, revised in Munich in May, 1995, included in other declarations such as the Asian
Declaration on Child Rights and the Media in 1996, and further amended at the third World Summit
in 1999. The Charter has been used in a variety of ways:
• as a checklist to assess how well the needs of the child audience was addressed
• to influence program policy and company policy development
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• to evaluate television license applications and as a guides for use in government funding
• as a founding principle for legislation
and reads as follows:
1. Children should have programs of high quality which are made specifically for them,
and which do not exploit them. These programs, in addition to being entertaining,
should allow children to develop physically, mentally, and socially to their fullest
potential.
2. Children should hear, see and express themselves, their culture, their language, and their
life experiences, through television programs which affirm their sense of self,
community and place.
3. Children's programs should promote an awareness and appreciation of other
cultures in parallel with the child's own cultural background.
4. Children's programs should be wide-ranging in genre and content, but should not
include gratuitous scenes of violence and sex.
5. Children's programs should be aired in regular slots at times when children are
available to view, and/or distributed via other widely accessible media or technologies.
6. Sufficient funds must be made available to make these programs to the highest
possible standards.
7. Governments, production, distribution and funding organizations should recognize both
the importance and vulnerability of indigenous children's television, and take steps to
support and protect it, promoting children's programs in minority languages and/or
dialects.
Maya Gotz, responded to a request to define "Quality" for Children's Television, in an interview,
saying,
"That is a difficult question. High quality children's TV should enrich children. It should be
made regarding their cognitive and emotional needs. Children love to learn. They are so
curious about the world. So to offer them a program that explains to them the world, and
maybe even gives them ideas how they can change something within their own community,
that would be of high interest for them. Also they need to learn about their own emotions.
For example, how they can deal with fears or anger or with relationships. And they should
learn that even when times are a bit rough, with energy and by trying to do their best they can
to achieve their aims."124
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Hans Strobel, Director of the European Children's Film Association (ECFA) and Director of the
Children's Film section at the Munich Film Festival, writes that fundamentally:
"We must not underestimate the children, their own view on what surrounds them,
their capability to understand. Good film for children must offer the opportunity for
identification, leave them with their hopes and dreams, but at the same time offer some
information on the world they live in. Authentic stories, told in a professional way that
touch children and create their cineastic consciousness for high quality - these are the
standards we aspire to”. 125
and defines "Quality" in this context as follows:
1. Should take view of the children instead of an adult perspective
2. Should relate to their own experiences
3. Should show children that they are not alone with their problems and offer
opportunities to solve the problem
4. Should point out children's special powers - fantasy and spontaneity - as
their advantage in a world of adults
5. Should show reality of life, even if it's hard, but show some hope at the end
6. Can help children understand even complicated inter relationships in their lives
7. Give the child a chance to confront an experience differ cultures, to identify with
people who live in other countries and societies
8. May give the children the chance for pure fun, entertainment, pleasure, or suspense
9. Characters should show ability to develop themselves, instead of static cliches
10. Should convey some basic standards for example liberty, tolerance, non violence,
antiracism, solidarity
11. Should reflect that half of the audience are girls, who need their own identities and
heroes acknowledged.
Siegmund Grewenig, of Germany, noted in detail the criteria employed by his public television station
for provision for children in his presentation "Ten Criteria of Quality for Good Children's
Programmes" at the IZI conference "What is Quality?" in 2005:
1. Communicate to children in their own life environment Children do not just watch
children's television. But precisely those programmes which are produced especially
for them should address them in the context of their own personal life environment.
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Do they have a personal relationship to the subject matter and characters? Do the
locations look familiar to them?
2. Make it fun for children. Television is an entertainment medium. Anyone who plays
with children knows how important "messing about" is, and how important it is to
make them laugh.
3. Provide children with role models - Good programmes must also always provide role models
– characters with whom the children can identify because they possess abilities the
young viewers would also like to have.
4. Show children the world and astonish them - television opens a window on the world.
Moreover, television reveals and explains things which are quite impossible to observe
with the naked eye. Children can be astonished. Good children's television shows
children the wonders of the world in a way they can understand, thus broadening their
horizons.
5. Give children information. Children are interested in what is going on in the world.
And they notice at the same time that this world is not a safe one. Children's television
has a duty to place models of explanation for what is happening in the world within
children's grasp. Why do people burn the American flag? Why are there refugee
victims in the Mediterranean over and over again? What is the age of a pyramid? A
format such as that of the news magazine programme "nine and a half" explains the
news in such a way that anyone can understand it.
6. Appeal to children aesthetically. Besides subject matter, it is above all the manner of
production (locations, editing, use of music, etc.) which decides whether a programme
will appeal to children or not. Children are open minded. Their tastes are not yet
fixed. And they are interested in literally everything. In this respect it can never be
fantastic enough. For this reason children's television is also a source of innovation in
all genres.
7. Be accessible for children. Good children's television addresses its audience at eye level –
never from above looking down. Because children have a sense of whether the other
person is taking them seriously and is accessible for them.
8. Communication beyond the television broadcast itself is also important for accessibility. To
what extent is the programme also a point of contact for the children? Does the
programme have an internet presence? Can you ask questions? Are there events at
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which children can meet their "childhood heroes" face to face? These off-air events,
too, are important factors today.
9. Motivate and mobilise children. There is a world beyond the television screen. One of the
tasks of children's programming is also to instill in its viewers the desire to discover
their own surroundings and become active themselves. Their television programmes
should point them towards opportunities for getting involved themselves. Factual
magazine programmes should not only give answers, but above all stimulate questions.
Because "asking" means "wanting to know. Only when they are encouraged to ask
questions do children become great discoverers and researchers. Promoting
commitment rather than consumption is an important responsibility126.
Paul Robinson, senior Vice-President & Managing Director of Branded TV, Walt Disney
International spoke to the collective concern about children's television that all of the charters and
rubrics intend to address, at the third World Summit on Media for Children in Thessaloniki, Greece
(March 2001), stating, "When you distill it down we are all interested in the same thing: producing
media of high quality, appropriate for our children, that teach as well as entertain while, at the same
time, preserve local identity. Every child, wherever they are raised, should be part of the local culture
and also have a window on the whole world."127 Moto Menz, of the European Children's Film
Association, writes that "Contrary to mainstream films, that often dazzle us with high speed and special
effects, quality films avoid deformation and violence. They prefer the cenobitic way w/o artificial and
speculative hysteria, the children and their own views are taken seriously" and also, "High quality films
offer children some orientation in a world that is more and more difficult to understand. They impart
values without being obtrusive, and without using old fashioned didactics. In the same time they are
amusing and use contemporary and very attractive aesthetical means”. He underscores that a priority
must be "that children and their own views are taken seriously"128. Jan Willem Bult, producer of
"Wadada News for Kids" expands on item 7 from the IZI "What is Quality" rubric, saying,
"To reach [this] level of quality you have to place the child in the middle, not us adults trying
to make them tell our story, but children in the middle of their world in control of what they
126Gotz,
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are doing. I'm not talking about an ethnographic recording. It is about capturing the story
from the child's perspective and professionally making the best out of it. It is about finding the
shots that are already speaking for themselves. A typical adult approach is to make the pictures
speak by adding a lot of music, sound effects and voice-over or by shooting a lot of pictures
and using them to tell the producer’s story. The most important thing is not to sit behind your
desk and invent a story for children. You must live in the middle of those children, listen to
them, observe them very well and try to put all these things together into a story. Generally,
that is not the way most people work with or for children"129.
Ragna Wallmark, of Sweden, agrees,
"Basically, quality in children's programs does not differ from quality in adult
programmes. Good quality children's programmes, with their obvious children's
perspective, their respect for the child, and their readiness to show the capacity of
children, raises the status of the audience both in their own eyes and in the eyes of the
world around them - always told from a child's perspective, and this implies a total
solidarity with the child. Children shall be seen in, participate in, and make their voices heard
in the programmes”. 130
As indicated, the establishment of a child centered point of view is one consistent metric of
"Quality" in a children's documentary program. According to Webster's Dictionary, "Point of
View" (POV) is 1) the place from which, or way in which, something is viewed or considered, 2) a
mental attitude or opinion, 3) the viewpoint from which a story is narrated". Therefore, films and tv
that speak OF childhood, not from childhood, are excluded from consideration by juries when
evaluating the best examples of children's programs. Furthermore, tone is the feeling that informs POV.
"Whenever filmmakers are removed from the child subject or audience, the tone is bound to be off"
writes Maureen Gaffney.131 For an instructive example, compare two documentaries, "Flying Anne" to
"Kids With Tourettes in Their Own Words". "Flying Anne"132 is a Dutch documentary by Catherine
von Campen that shows, in a highly effective and cinematic way, how an 11 year old girl with
129Bult,
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Tourettes Syndrome deals with her tics, filmed entirely from the point of view of the girl herself. The
second133 is produced by Maverick Television in the USA (though the site of production is in the UK).
The audio track that introduces and frames the second video is voiced by an adult, "It is thought that
one in 100 school children are affected by Tourette's Syndrome, a neurological condition affecting the
brain and nervous system that is characterized by involuntary, random sounds and movements, known
as tics - most are boys. There is no cure, but there is hope, thanks to a pioneering treatment program
at the world renowned leading children's hospital Great Ormond Street." There is a distinct difference
in point of view in these examples, the first is from the child's point of view, the second is from an
adult's point of view, that uses evidence in the statements of children and supplementary footage to
support their claims and focus on the hospital. Linking to information about Maverick Television
reveals that other titles in their production portfolio include "Chrisely Knows Best: Class Not Ass",
and "Bizarre ER". The absence of an ethos that considers the needs and rights of children, and a
portfolio that does not center children's perspectives, is reflected in the tone of Maverick's Tourettes
documentary. This sets it apart from Campen's work and from the body of "high quality"
documentaries made for children when such considerations are taken seriously.
The legendary Fred Rogers was guided by his belief that to communicate to children a sense of
the dignity they desire and an awareness of their unique worth and creativity is the true calling of the
teacher (or educational tv), not to cram their heads full of facts. A major objective of his program "Mr
Roger's Neighborhood", widely respected as an exemplar of "quality", was to "encourage children to be
aware of their feelings of anger, fear, and jealousy, and to accept them as mentionable and
manageable". It is disconcerting that Linda Simensky, in an interview on the "Current" Podcast, says
that in todays children's television landscape Fred Rogers would not easily find funding or a
broadcaster as he was intuitive and operated as a creator, not a curriculum specialist, academic expert,
or administrator of children television programming development.134
It is appropriate to stop and consider here which contemporary American programs incorporate
internationally accepted guidelines for quality provision, especially as most American producers are
not encouraged by similar sets of guiding principles. According to the definitions in play, all non
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fiction work produced in the US does not fall into the category of cinematically based docs. The United
States does a different type of program for children. These programs are not necessarily "bad"
programs but in fact genre conforming, "reality" style programs for children are the only non-fiction,
live action programs featuring children as central characters on American television today. In these
programs, the children featured are found to behave as proto adults - hosting the show in a style
identical to older "youth" hosts, demonstrating precocious prowess, or grappling with "extreme"
circumstances. Their characters represent the "exceptional" child - stronger, smarter, more
extraordinary. These programs are uniformly scripted, and while "non-fiction", are neither News or
Educational, and are most assuredly not child centered "Documentaries". For the reader's reference,
the following popular non-fiction programs are a sampling of those made available to children on
American broadcast and cable during the Spring of 2017 season (although 3 of the five feature teens,
not children at all):
Master Chef, Jr.135
Sweet 15: Quinceanera136
Cheer Squad137
Project Runway, Jr.138
Rachel Ray's Kids Cook-off139
As a participant in the Prix Jeunesse 2016 conference in Munich, I noticed a peculiar term used
during discussion sessions as kind of shorthand to categorize these types of superficial programs commercial, non child centered, non cinematic, non substantive. It is the evident absence of
internationally agreed upon rubrics for "quality" in the program design that set apart these programs,
disparagly and breezily referred to as "American Style" by conference participants from around the
world, primarily because other motivations are in play. Reality based magazine style children's TV
programs are more affordable than live action drama or animation to produce, and are well enjoyed by
the underserved audience of 6-12s. However, Lauren Zaluznik, in a Ted talk in 2010, indicates that
the emergence of Reality TV is not indicative of a desire to engage more with reality, through
"realism", but rather that reality tv offers the illusion of control through the opportunity to judge others
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("I'm better than she is", or, "I wouldn't do that").140 Clearly, the cultivation of empathy is absent from
consideration in these programs as well as many other factors indicating a "quality" non fiction
program for children. There may be another attribute of "American Style" as well, having to do with
the KOGY phenomenon (Kids Growing Older Younger). Cerrie Burnell, a Children's TV presenter
in the UK has said, "There's this danger if you watch an American equivalent it's all just so kind of
missing the point of childhood in a way, it's like they're already 14 when they're 10. Australian TV isn't
like that, it's still lovely and gentle."141 While there is surely an audience of children ready for the
reality tv content that adults themselves enjoy, the absence of an alternative for American children
requires further investigation. Contributing to this problem may be that the last time a convening of
academic and industry professionals gathered to create a rubric for quality in American children's
programs was in 1990 after the passage of the (soon to be toothless) Children's Television Act, at the
Annenberg Public Policy Center Conference on Children and Television. The resulting list of priorities
for the hoped for new initiatives in the production of children's programming, read:
1. Entertainment Values
2. High Production values
3. Curriculum based programming based on a set of curricular goals
4. Advisory panels and boards
5. Extensive focus groups (including children)
6. Programming that enhances children's lives away from the TV
7. Age appropriate
8. Positive prosocial messaging
9. Exclusion of negative messages (including stereotyping and violence)142
These guidelines appear vaguer, and more concerned with quantifiable metrics related to curricular
standards, than those drafted in other parts of the world. The absence of any further guidelines
emerging from the collaborative efforts of children's media researchers and industry professionals
outside of "big E" guidelines for educational producers, or mandates to serve the child audience with
quality programs contrasts with the efforts resulting in numerous rubrics and guidelines in other parts
of the world. "Branding statements" by companies such as Nickelodeon, though abundant, do not
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fulfill the same goals. To illustrate the contrast, we can look at the "recipe" for Nickelodeon programs
expressed by Charlie Valentine, the head of live action production for Nickelodeon details the "recipe"
for Nickelodeon:143
1. Kids First (through research and what's trending)
2. Authenticity (grounded in something real to them)
3. Global ("their world, only better"), content is designed to be used all over the world,
relevant to all kids, everywhere
4. Fun (not necessarily "funny")
The contrast between a branding statement and a rubric developed from a children's advocacy
standpoint is striking, and indicative of the structural and cultural impediments to the drafting of
ambitiously optimistic and visionary recommendations and/or mandates for quality in the United
States to date. True "Quality" appears to emerge primarily when programs are supported throughout
every phase of the process from development all the way through to use by the intended audience.
Simon Parsons, head of Children's Production for the BBC in Scotland, notes the process that led to
recent successes in Scotland, saying, "Good development activities led to good programme ideas which
led to good pitches which led to successful commissioning of good programmes which connected to the
UK audience and harnessed creativity - our key public service purposes and characteristics".144
During these phases, when experts convene to guide and support producers through workshops,
interactive dialogues, and connections to funding streams such as in the IDFA Kids and Docs
program145 in the Netherlands, programs of astounding professional quality and insight appear. A
small sampling of programs developed through the IDFA Kids and Docs program, and made available
widely in schools, festivals, on television and online are as follow:
Albert's Winter146
I Feel147
Radio Amina148

143"Commissioners
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Tien149
School Full of Fish150
I am a Girl!151
Johan152
These films, representative of the quality of all IDFA produced documentaries for children, are
"Cinematic" films, relying greatly on visual storytelling", with an emphasis on excellence by directors,
directors of photography, and sound designers. The rubric developed by the "IDFA offers guidance
that must be followed by the producers engaged in their development program:
1.

Cinematic (not "tv" - this excludes such non-fiction programs as game shows, quiz shows,
talk shows, variety shows, reality shows).

2. Professional, skilled maker, with specialization in documentary production.
3. Children are the driving force behind the Docs which address an event or situation that
relates to them or is important to them.
4.

Addresses a child identified issue (does not have a formal educational objective).

Meanwhile, in this discussion about quality an omission is apparent: although children are the topic of
discussion, the perspectives of children themselves are rarely included in it. This is the point of
departure for an IZI research project titled "Children's Perspectives on Quality", which affords the
perceptions of children a central position. Data was collected mainly from the children's jury of the
German "Goldener Spatz", a festival of children's film and television held annually in the cities of Gera
and Erfurt. The festival, which is aimed at both the general public and professionals, is the largest of
its kind in Germany and affords an overview of German or co-produced children's films and television
programs with the aim of rewarding and supporting productions of high quality. The findings are
extensive and worth reading in their entirety. Especially informative is an article written by Astrid
Planck, titled "'I Think it's Very Good, Because…' : Children's perspectives on Quality in Film and
Television153". Overall, it reveals that children are extremely attentive to issues of quality in
programming designed for them. Further research compiled for the Third World Summit on Media
149
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for Children, held in Greece in 2001, finds that "What children need, then, is not only pleasure or
wishful identification for the sake of mere entertainment; they also want to learn and build up their
sense of social belonging. Moreover, they sometimes want to identify with children who are similar to
themselves.154" "Junior delegates" presented their perspectives at the Second World Summit in
London in 1998, noting, "We want all children to see someone like them on television. Why can't
children on television have glasses? Why can't some children on television be overweight? Many
children from around the world never see anyone like them on television who speak their own
language. Sometimes they only see programmes from America."155 Conclusions that were drawn for a
research study conducted by Save the Children, U.K., based on talks with children and young people
in Barbados, Canada, England, Israel, Namibia, Northern Ireland, Palestine and Romania tell us that
children want their televised media to:
1.

Let them speak for themselves without adult interference

2.

Treat them as equals, human beings like everyone else

3.

Ask them what they think about issues covered in the media

4.

Give them the chance to speak freely to adults as well as other children

5.

See them as individuals, with their own thoughts, enthusiasms and concerns

6.

Value their experience they may be young, but they've already learnt a lot about life

7.

Let them be themselves, not what other people want them to be

8.

Take their opinions seriously.156

Els van Driel, of the Dutch broadcaster IKON, spoke from a panel at the 2016 Prix Jeunesse
conference to specific production decisions that lay behind the most successful programs for children
in the documentary category that year,
"Programs with few words are most helpful for distribution across language. Don't portray
children as victims, but instead strong and capable. The goal of the program is to cultivate
Empathy. A Secondary goal is: how can Germans deal with refugees, how is the country
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changing, what if I am afraid of the refugees? Overall, the wish is to give children
opportunities to develop their own opinions. We don't want to gloss over the challenges, but
remain positive. We need to say we don't have solutions. We need to arouse sympathy without
‘burnout'. The refugee children themselves don't want to be seen as 'different'. Polls clearly
indicate that fears are reduced when refugees are humanized157".
At the same conference, it was noted by David Kleeman that "Children need a "hook" to connect with
other children in different circumstances/places. This will be something that the children are familiar
with and fond of in their own lives and that connect them to a child with a different experience, for
example a "hook" can be a bicycle, their bedroom, etc.158 Eugene Martin, an American producer
responsible for "The Anderson Monarchs", speaks to developing a relationship that must be built on
trust when working with children, saying, "When working with minors, it is important hat their
parents and guardians are very involved from the start of the project, even at the research stage.
Children are being constantly exploited for commercial purposes and so many parents are wary of
filmmakers. It's hard to know if they have good intentions unless that maker happens to be a major
artist with a good track record. I find the more transparent and open a dialogue you can establish, the
better the filming outcome as well"159. Martin also notes that for the maker, the touchstone of "staying
true to oneself, as well as committing to producing emotionally uplifting stories, since Reality
Television is already there to bring us down" is of great importance. The following interview with
Machteld van Gelder, Executive Producer of the European Broadcasting Union (EBU) documentary
film series, is transcribed in it's entirety, to show the thinking behind producers involved in the
development process of a "Quality" children's documentary.
Q: Could you outline the main idea of the structure of the documentary series for children in
the context of EBU?
MvG: The main structure of the EBU exchange is, that all participating countries
produce one documentary for the yearly exchange. Participating countries are
Netherlands, Germany, Ireland, Belgium, Norway, Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Turkey,
Greece, Spain, South Africa, Slovenia, Slovakia. All documentaries last exactly 15 minutes and
have the same theme. The theme is renewed every year. This year, the theme is: "My life will
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never be the same". The targeted age group is 10 till 13. EBU and programme experts appoint
a new executive producer every year. He is in charge of the content of all contributions.
Q: How do you develop a theme for a serial?
MvG: The theme is developed each year at the end of the annual meeting by the group
of program experts. Suggestions come from all participants. Successful themes were "I have
made my choice" and "The day I…”.
Q: What makes a documentary film a program that is suitable for children? Do you
have any criteria?
MvG: The topic is explained by a child in his own words and the child is shown in his natural
situation, so that even when the child is living a complex life, the children can observe this for
themselves. I think it's a good thing. You have to protect your main character though160.
Similarly, Rose-Marie Strand, of the Swedish art house film distribution agency, Folkets Bio, answers
the question: "What do children like? When is a documentary film suitable for children? What criteria
do you have in the film selection?" by saying, "They must have a humorous touch and the characters
must not be two-dimensional, they must be living persons. Children like to see strong children, who
are courageous and yet have fun. There must be no tragedies"161. Danish documentary director Lizzi
Weischenfeldt notes however that children can handle serious subjects in speaking about her films
"Like Birds in a Cage" (1994) and "War is not a Children's Game" (1996), the first parts of her trilogy
about children of war, saying,
"Reactions from children have been overwhelming - even at age 6 to 7. It can be difficult to
keep attention for 45 minutes, but I have met children in the audience being intensely
concerned, and after the screening they have asked so many clever questions and expressed
their wishes to help Ivana and Dalibor. Although none of the children in the audience has ever
been involved with war, they showed a great understanding for the children in the camp, who
never got the same possibility for a safe childhood as they have had. From a school class of
young children, I received 20 drawings, showing situations from the film with their own
comments. I was surprised to learn how much they remembered and their reflections on
unreasonableness. 'Like Birds in a Cage' affected them most, and made them understand the
sorrow and absurdity of war. The film won the 1st Prize at a Children's Festival in
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Copenhagen selected by a children's jury, among much more enjoyable films - cartoons etc.
They said that everybody should see the film”.162
Maya Gotz, acknowledges the "balancing act between what is desired and what is achievable, and it
always has to have the essential aim in view: the well-being of the children – and the best we have to
give them163", yet the reader knows by this point that the cultural and social concerns about the well
being and special status of the child viewer exist within a context of a television system that is largely,
and to an increasing degree, governed by business principles. This "balancing act", between producers,
broadcasters, funders, and the input of advisors is the subject of the following chapter which examines
further the conditions under which the most beneficial guidelines are implemented, and decodes
specific obstacles.
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Chapter Five:
Indicators of, and Obstacles to Optimal Outcomes for Children's Documentaries

In an environment of increasingly diminished funding from traditional public sources, it may be
useful to investigate what forms of alternative funding exist to support public service content for
children in a transforming multi-platform media environment, and to ask what can be learned from the
types of funding and support for children's screen content that result in optimal outcomes. This
chapter focuses on the "production ecology”: an ecosystem of producers, broadcasters, distributors,
funders that comprise structural systems of support. It explores ways that some countries have
addressed changing ecologies in order to defend high quality, relevant programming for children
including documentaries. As the United States is not producing similar programming for it’s children,
this comparative view may offer clues to increased viability.
In the United States. David Kleeman notes,
"Traditional financial models for children's educational media are weak – public broadcasting
is chronically under-funded, commercial telecasters pay ever-smaller license fees as channels
proliferate, the advertising market is fragmented by expanding options. Producers have
dwindling options to achieve their vision, and some of those raise troubling questions – content
development overshadowed by merchandising concerns, advertising to audiences too young to
know its meaning, shows developed for global markets by removing any trace of unique
culture. How will you pay for your media concept – and make a living yourselves – without
disrespecting children and families?"164
A concerning question, as funding earmarked specifically for children's documentaries, or even nonfiction programs for children in general, does not appear to exist here. Funding for the Public
Broadcast System comes from the Corporation For Public Broadcasting, involving government
164Kleeman,
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subsidies as well as contributions from corporations, private citizens, and private foundations. In the
children's media world, funding from CPB involves very close adherence to "Big E" educational and
content guidelines. "PBS KIDS" maintains a focus on curriculum-based entertainment, as is reflected
in their mission statement, "With a 360-degree approach towards learning and reaching children, PBS
KIDS leverages the full spectrum of media and technology to build knowledge, critical thinking,
imagination and curiosity. By involving parents, teachers, caregivers and communities as learning
partners, PBS KIDS helps to empower children for success in school and in life."165 Currently, the
only government funding to PBS is in the form of a $25 million "Ready to Learn" grant for
development and study of interactive programs designed to facilitate curricular outcomes in science
and math. The "soft skills", those being psycho-socio-emotional skill sets, sometimes called "small 'e'"
educational objectives, are overlooked in this model. "Any educational content must have a curriculum
and proven research on its positive effects on children".166 Child centered documentaries that do not
easily conform to quantifiable metrics, is imperiled by this set of conditions. The head of production
for a legacy "small e" children's brand at PBS acknowledged her personal interest in two short form,
child centered documentaries for preschool children beautifully produced in Scandinavia and Korea167.
When asked if such programming might find funding in the United States, perhaps at PBS, she
suggested that it was not necessary, that kids in the United States could look to YouTube for the
programming they want.168 However, a search on the term "Kids + Documentary" (a term a parent
might use) returns a result of UK documentaries about kids in danger as #1 and 2, as well as #s 14-17.
"Kids Education Online", featuring a photo of an unusually nerdy white boy with books on his head
(as if the broccoli word "Education" wasn't bad enough) is #3. Animal Documentaries offer 42
possibilities. "Kids with Tourettes", "Extreme Kids" (tallest or strongest in the world, biggest family,
risky sports), "Trans Kids"… - is this what she meant? A change of search term to a kinder, gentler
"Children + Documentaries" returns "Children in the Sex Trade", "Feral Children", "Children Born
Addicted to Drugs", "Children in North Korea", "Children in Prison", "Poor Kids" - such programs
continue to scroll up like water out of a demented bucket. It's the "Poor Kids" that rankles most - to
include that title in this collection of pathologies, it's like a slap. In persisting (though what child,
trying to find something relevant, would?) by slightly changing the search term to "Documentaries
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FOR Children", every single return is a documentary made for adults. Every single one. Meanwhile,
although the CPB website lists thousands of funded projects, "Children" is not an effective search
term, though "Youth" is; the first 100 programs listed under this descriptor are for and/or about
teens169. On the PBS Kids website, out of 12 programs listed, two are live action, and only 3 of the
total number are not produced for a preschool audience170. ITVS, the Independent Television Service,
provides funding for documentaries, and an agreement to air them on PBS programs such as
Independent Lens, and POV. They have partnered with public broadcasters in other countries such as
the BBC (UK), CBC (Canada), ZDG (Germany), the Film Financing Corp of Australia (now "Film
Australia"), and many others in co-production agreements. In their call for proposals they indicate that
the proposals they seek are for "single story driven documentaries, one hour in length" 171 (children's
documentaries typically do not fit this description). While the award is generous ($150-350,00 per
funded program), there is no special category or funding steam earmarked for children's work, so any
proposal for a children's program would be in competition with every other documentary. In a
competitive environment where only 1-3% of proposed projects are funded one wonders how likely it
is that a program proposal specifically for children would be successful. Notably, attention to research
into what a "Quality" children's program should involve, or how a children's documentary requires
different considerations than a general documentary program process, is not addressed. The proposed
2017 federal budget includes NO funding for PBS. Mick Muvaney, Trump's budget director, in an
attempt to defend the cut, explained that "Big Bird makes more money than anyone in this room"172 a
hugely disingenuous remark that offers little cause for optimism.
As discussed earlier, commercial Broadcast channels have built their mandated Saturday morning
"children's blocks" around shows designed for the "Youth" (13-17) market to avoid FCC restrictions on
advertising to younger audiences. Viewers will not find live action, and especially non fiction, designed
for the 6-12s there at all. In cable television, NBC Universal is building it's own Children's Channel in
partnership with ESPN. "TV [so far all licensed tv content is animated], Cartoons, Animated Films,

169 Corporation for Public Broadcasting. www.cpb.org/programs?
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and Theme Park Attractions [VR]" describes the range of programming intended for the channel173,
leaving no space for documentaries. Nickelodeon offers 20% in funding to producers, and takes 50%
on merchandise and DVD sales as a starting point, indicating that licensable merchandise with a
global reach must be a part of an attractive show proposal174, again seeming to systematically block
documentaries. Adult broadcast and cable documentaries have programs such as POV, Independent
Lens, Sundance, and HBO that fund and broadcast documentaries, but there is no program, channel,
or fund that supports documentaries for children. VOD service providers, such as Amazon and
Netflix have noticed great potential in addressing the children's market. Amazon has rights to
exclusive US distribution for critically acclaimed original, live action programs as Annendroids
(produced in Canada), and are accepting proposals for all types of original programming175 None of
the RFPs (Request for Proposals) listed fall into the documentary category, but these are early days
and there may be some promise there. Netflix has partnered with Dreamworks in 2017 to greatly
expand their catalogue of children’s programming but, as the acquisition is to a great extent animated,
there is little cause for hope that they will find it in their interest to produce original non fiction
programming in the future. David Kleeman spoke to his concern about the absence of documentary
programs for children in the United States, saying, "When the U.S. gets anxious about children's time
spent with media (and we do, more so than any other country) we pursue policies to add education,
like the law requiring three hours of "educational and informational" programming from every
broadcast channel. Other countries, by contrast, forge policies that support content that is closer to the
audience's realities".176 In another forum, he states, "Many factors go into determining the level of
acceptable risk for content creators and distributors; media and corporate structures, telecasting
tradition, audience size and diversity, legal and litigious culture, pedagogical preferences, approach to
children and childhood. Maybe too many of these stars are aligned against authentic media makers
working in the US"177.
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It can be seen that support for local producers and documentary programs in some other countries
emerges out of a historically different set of priorities and sense of responsibilities than those found in
the American marketplace, and that indeed it does and can happen elsewhere. Internationally,
providing locally-made broadcast content for children is generally achieved by special measures. These
include specifying children's content in public broadcasting charters, genre quotas on commercial
broadcasters, dedicated funding, license fees, and/or other regulatory instruments. Such special
provisions are largely intended to help young people develop a clear sense of cultural identity, and to
ensure that adequate provision is made for an important audience with less commercial appeal. In
addition, the efforts are in support of employment for children's media professionals in their home
countries. For example, in Canada, in place are strict regulations to encourage a strong entertainment
industry that keeps the labor from being exported to other countries, as well as limits on imports of
children's programs from the US. Factors other than perceived educational and employment benefits
can take precedence for government funding, such as funding made available for the development and
production of shows based on how "Canadian" they are. In order to determine what is Canadian, there
is a 10-point system upon which each proposed project is graded. The higher the number the project
receives, the more funding they are eligible for. A co-production from another country can receive 10
out of 10 if it uses Canadian labor, thereby offering incentives for multinational collaboration with
Canada178.This is similar to programs in other countries that face challenges posed by a globalized
children's television marketplace, dependent on exportable programs that lack local relevance and that
utilize outsourced production workflows.
In the UK, children's "quality programming" has always been regarded as a socially important
programming area, "central to any conceivable notion of public service broadcasting out of concern for
the vulnerability of young audiences and the harsh realities of a commercial market place whose goals
may run counter to the 'well-being, needs, wishes, rights and wants of children"179. Anna Home, head
of the CBBC 1981-1997, writes of BBC's approach to children's television as follows, "it's geared to it's
audience, it studies children's needs, researches it's impact, and takes the viewer seriously"180, Great
Britain's legacy of quality children's programming has been long cherished, but as in many countries,
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children's television is currently threatened. From 2001 onwards free to air channels proliferated, panglobal pay tv networks matured, and multi platform delivery has become the norm, fragmenting the
audience and affecting advertising and program budgets. Though "children's television has often been
viewed as “a program category at risk”181, today "the culture of Britain's youth faces being "shaped and
defined" by American giants such as Facebook, Amazon and Netflix, the BBC fears".182 There exists
an organization called "Save Kids TV" (founded by Anna Home) which advocates to keep children's
television made in Britain for a British audience, a response to the globalization of children's television,
similar to the one found in Canada. In response to organizational efforts, in 2017 the BBC, which is
responsible for 97% of all original children's programming, announced an investment of £34 million
for expanding digital programming for children, as it attempts to win their attention in a changing
online world, earmarked for "multimedia content" for CBeebies (pre-school) and CBBC (children's)
including video, blogs, vlogs, podcasts, quizzes, guides, games and apps".183 Prior to this
announcement, the CBBC typically provided 2/3 of the investment in production, the production
company (43% are independent) developed the pitch and budget and independently sources the other
third. Approximately 5-10,000 pounds of development money was made available per promising
program in a very collaborative process. A additionally, a tax credit of 25% is given to producers of
live action, to incentivize this type of programming, resulting in programs such as "My Life184"
produced by Kez Margrie, involving real children and real lives. Additionally, the AHRC/BBC
Knowledge Exchange is an initiative is to develop a long-term strategic partnership, bringing together
the arts and humanities research community with BBC staff to enable collaborative research and
development on behalf of Britain's children's television audience.185 The UK also invests in training
programs for emergent children's media professionals and producers such as "Creative Skillset"186 , an
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initiative that uses the BBC Academy's TV Skills fund to train production staff in order to make a
larger skilled workforce available to children's producers across the UK. Participating production
companies get a 25% tax subsidy for a 0.5% investment in Creative Skillset. Both the Industry and the
students benefit greatly from such academic/industry partnerships. In another example, the
aforementioned University of Salford in Manchester is home to the CBBC production offices and
studios, and provides the creative training required for the development of specialists in children's
media187. Additionally, The annual "Children's Media Conference"188 occurring in Sheffield is an
important gathering of Industry and Research professionals, that also supports other related initiatives
throughout the year. Outside of England, in Wales, Ireland and Scotland, there is much energy in the
children's media sector as well, especially as regards generating local content, and developing industry
capacity (though Ireland's ambitious efforts to develop talent and localize production is concentrated
specifically on animation).
When Australia sought to enhance children's TV, it's government as well mandated homeproduced content as well as enacted financial incentives that encouraged competition for funds and
commissions. The ACTF (Australian Children's Television Foundation) was founded by Patricia
Edgar in 1982 as a catalyst to improve the amount and quality of Australian children's television and
became even more important during the digital transition beginning in 2001. Under Jenny Buckland's
leadership beginning in 2002, the organization moved away from a production house model and into a
more developmental role, supporting independent producers through direct investment, distribution
arrangements, and indirect forms of production support, essential for small independent children's
production companies that would otherwise find funding and distribution of high quality programs an
enormous challenge. Further in kind support is offered to producers including office space or access to
production facilities or expertise that assists in the production of innovative, high quality children's
television. It regularly issues discussion papers, conducts research around children's media, makes
submissions to government enquiries, and maintains pressure on commercial networks to improve
their treatment of the programs they are obliged to make.189 It is useful to note the following
production cost figures for 2103: Live action one hr. drama for children in Australia with high quality
production values is on average $550,400, compared with $14,000 for a news and current affairs
187
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program of the same length. The report further states that production costs for high quality
documentary falls between the two sums.190 Australia has a reputation for high-quality "small e", live
action educational programming, but faces challenges due to the same market fragmentation as is
happening in other countries. A remarkable and insightful report, written by Edgar, published in
August of 2017191, provides a historical overview of Australia's focused approach to developing
healthy and relevant programming for Australian children, and the need to completely reinvent the
broadcast model to match the needs and behaviors of children today. It is much too robust to quote
extensively here, readers interested in clear and informed thinking about how a major children's
broadcaster is making the transition from broadcast to online, self scheduled, interactive programming
that serves the interests and needs of children would be well advised to read it in full.
Documentaries in all countries are particularly challenging to fund, as they often speak to local
concerns and do not function well as exportable programming for a global market. Efforts to address
this and maintain a high level of both quality and quantity is evidenced in programs such as the one
supported in Norway by the Norwegian Film Institute in cooperation with the European
Documentary Network (EDN). The Norwegian Film Institute (NFI) has organized a 3-part
development program with a focus on documentary content for young audiences. Part 1 of the seminar
features the following topics:
- trends in international documentaries for children
- format and form of distribution: challenges and opportunities
- reaching young audiences, what do children watch?
- Victor Kossakovsky: perspective from a director of documentaries for children
- presentations of two different projects in development
Part 2, occurring a month later, involves a two-day meeting where the focus is on project structure,
style and core content for projects that are in an early development stage. It also includes advice on
how projects can best be presented to funders and how to reach their potential audiences. The session
concludes with a presentation of a development plan (drafted during the course) addressing both the
creative and financial steps necessary for the project to flourish. Part 3 reunites producers and
advisors in the following month. Following up on the development and strategic plans prepared during
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the workshop, participants have individual consultations for the further development of the project.
The aim is to re-evaluate the project's strategic plan, in order to sharpen and clarify the project's
direction and ambition.192 Denmark traditionally places a high priority on films for children and youth
and acknowledges a child's right to experience artistic reflection on the realities of life (my italics). Since
1982 the Danish Film Act has dedicated at least 25% of all government film subsidies to films for
children and youth. Storytelling from a child's perspective, solid production values and original stories
are key.193 However, because the markets in the individual Nordic countries are small, filmmakers
there frequently join forces to co-produce their film projects, giving rise to high quality children's films
which regularly win awards at international festivals. For example, Sweden is host to a program titled
"Real Young", a product of the "Financing Forum for Kids Content"194 that meets in Malmo each year
under the supervision of Annette Brejner. It a specialized, multi-part program focusing on the
development and production of documentary stories for younger audiences. Together with The
Swedish Film Institute, Broadcaster EDN's Ove Rishøj Jensen, and IDFA's Meike Statema from the
Netherlands, Brejner set up "Real Young" as a cooperative workshop. "At RealYoung, filmmakers will
develop, present and network with the aim of bringing their next kids or youth documentary across
borders to an international audience".195 Six documentaries are selected for support and mentoring
annually through the program. At the third of the three workshop sessions, the selected projects are
pitched to leading financiers. This is similar to a co production effort organized by the EDN, in
which Norway, Sweden, and Denmark collaborate on 6 thematically related films (they use the word
"films" to describe the programs, not "TV", though they are made available on TV screens) for children
6-11. In this collaboration each country produced one 25 minute film for their own country's children,
and another one for another country. 117,000 Norwegian krone (approx $14,000 US dollars) were
made available for each production. In 2015 the theme was Relationships, based on what the children
polled said they wanted to see. Graphics, Bumpers, Promos are created out of the fund that serve to
link the programs and promote the series as a whole. Two versions are made of each film, one with a
voiceover, the other is subtitled.196
192
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A very similar program is enabled by Germany's "Erfurt Exchange",197 in cooperation with the
European Broadcasting Union (EBU). The exchanges were started in 1975 by the EBU.
Representatives of international broadcasters as well as from the Asian-Pacific Broadcasting Union
(ABU) and the Union of National Radio & TV Organizations of Africa (URTNA) present selected
short films for children from their own home countries. All participants have the opportunity to choose
and use any of the whole selection of programs without any additional license fees. Anna Vasova
(EBU) underlined the significance of the program exchange: "This exchange of programs is one of the
oldest EBU coproductions. And one of the most global as well. This year there will be programmes
from 13 European countries, 3 countries in Latin America, 7 in Asia and 3 in Africa. This is a
wonderful gathering of broadcasters, producers and creators from around the world, with the aim of
providing quality programming for our smallest and most precious audience."198 In this exchange,
thematically related short form programs for an audience from four to nine years of age takes place
every year between the EBU members and broadcasters from other continents involved. By
participating in the program, broadcasters make one program, and take all nine others for a 4-8k
investment.199 Interestingly, an aspect of the programs that crucially contribute to the success of the
exchange is that they rely on visual storytelling only, no synch sound dialogue may be used. Emmy
Oust, of Belgium, reports during the panel "Children's Documentaries: Industry Talk" at IDFA
2015,200 that for funded programs the cinematic value of visual storytelling assumes a primary
importance. Between 1999 and 2014, 25 broadcast documentaries were made available throughout
Northern Europe.
Germany is also home to “Kids Regio”, founded to focus on increasing possibility for children's
film and television co-productions, which emerged out of the research organization IZI, and the
Children's Media Foundation "Golden Sparrow”201. The bi-annual Prix Jeunesse conference and
award for the best in children's television internationally occurs in Munich in alternate years, and has
197
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grown to include a sister conference in South America. The Prix Jeunesse aims to identify and nurture
quality and talent in children's media, including documentaries, in an extremely important
international gathering of children's media professionals. The conference offers all stakeholders the
opportunity to view, analyze, and discuss programs based on quality metrics. The Prix Jeunesse also
supports a traveling "Suitcase" program202 throughout the world, thereby spreading it's model to
benefit children and children's television producers in underserved parts of the world. In 2008 two
initiators - the DFI documentary ministry and "doxs!"203 (the children's and youth section of the
documentary film festival "dok-you") began to revive and strengthen the children's documentary film
in Germany. In the dok-you project,204 filmmakers go to schools, show in workshops how films are
made and how they work, explain to them what is special about the documentary film, and find
together with the school children find topics that are worth being produced for them on film. With the
help of mentors, the filmmakers involved develop the ideas of the children up to the production
level. By 2014, a total of 14 films were listed on the dokmal.de website, which shows what
documentaries were produced and how they were created. In 2016 a newly established "ECFA
Documentary Award", created to promote aesthetically and formally extraordinary documentaries for
the age group of 6 to 12 year olds, was awarded by the European Children's Film Association,
Europe's biggest network for children and youth films, at the Dok-you festival in Duisburg205. In
addition, doxs! Initiated the "Grosse Klappe" award, in cooperation with the European Documentary
Network (EDN), to encourage and highlight European films promoting an aesthetical approach to
documentary culture and the political consciousness of children and adolescents. A youth jury will
select the winner of the competition and an prize in the amount of 3.500 Euro is awarded at doxs!"206
The main sponsors of dok-you and doxs! are the state of North-Rhine Westphalia, and broadcaster
Westdeutsche Rundfunk in Cologne. The Kunsthochschule für Medien Köln (KHM) in Cologne also
offers seminars on the documentary film for children and young people in the Film / Television
program, such as a symposium that took place in 2001 on the subject of best practices in children's
documentaries. The following text is from a call for participation in the symposium:
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"The symposium wants to draw attention to documentary films for children. What
documentary forms are there for children? Where can they be seen? Who produces them at
all? How are they funded? How can production and creatives engage in manifesting
documentary forms? What can television and cinema do to make it accessible to children?
In five workshops, the International FilmSchule Kiln will take stock from September
21 to 23, 2001, develop perspectives and show best-practice examples from Germany
and the European neighboring countries. Arguments and strategies will be discussed
and developed in order to broaden the offer of documentary forms for children. In
addition, international films and television productions are presented. The symposium
is not least a plea for a more daring artistic debate with the aim of creating a wide
range of visual habits for children. Filmmakers, producers, editors, distributors, film
promoters, festivals, film educators, students and journalists from the Federal Republic
and neighboring European countries are invited to participate".207
Due to these types of initiatives, Germany has taken a leading place in developing research and
practice for increasing the quality and quantity of children's documentaries in Europe.
The Netherlands produces some of the best documentaries for children in the world as evidenced
in the previous chapter.208 The promotion of children's documentaries has been a priority since 1999
when the IDFA "Kids and Docs" project was started in cooperation with "Cinekid" – a foundation
whose purpose is to encourage and support the production of high-quality programs for children and
then to make them accessible to as many Dutch children as possible. Through the IDFA Kids and
Docs program specifically, twenty 30 minute programs are produced a year with a budget of $10,000
per program. In a related project, children can put forward subjects for documentary films once a year.
Ten to twelve proposals are selected and submitted to the TV stations involved for consideration.
Scriptwriters and Producer/Directors then develop treatments based on the children's ideas. During
the Cinekid Festival a jury chooses the winner among the treatments, and the production of the
concept is sponsored with 60,000 guilders (approx. $33,000). "Children are the driving force behind
the Docs selected for production support. They address a situation or event that relates to them or is
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important to them".209 In Holland, there are three primary Broadcasters, all produce and program
documentaries for children. Media Fonds210 is responsible for providing Dutch broadcasters with
funds for production, and to individual producers for development. "Just Kids" ("Mensjesrechten" in
Dutch) is an example of a series produced in the Netherlands with Media Fonds financing in
coordination with many human rights organizations211. It is the only children's documentary series in
the world based on the 52 rights for children, as laid down in the United Nations Convention on the
Rights of the Child. "Just Kids" has commissioned 21 20 minute episodes so far. These are short,
beautiful films, involving urgent subject matter such as "One Year Without Parents" about a Syrian
refugee boy212, based on Article 10.213 The description and purpose behind the series is detailed on
their website as follows:
"Every child has the right to a happy life. This is laid down in the United Nations Convention
on the Rights of the Child. But reality often shows a different picture. All sorts of things can
happen that put a strain on happiness. This is what the documentaries of ‘Just Kids’ are
about: charming stories of children and teenagers from all over the world, who show how they
deal with the challenges, big and small, that they face in life. The stories in ‘Just Kids’ are
authentic and easy to relate to, because the main characters tell you their own stories. In this
way they are able to inspire other children and raise up their spirits. The documentaries
provide a context for topical events such as the football World Cup or the war in Syria, and at
the same time are about universal themes such as friendship, security and education. ‘Just
Kids’ shows us what is happening in the world around us."214
"Echtwerk" ("Truth Work") operates under the umbrella of the broadcaster VPRO to provide
ancillary curriculum support (as well as support for youth documentarians) as it has been determined
that strong curriculum support improves sales. Yet, the funding is still thought to be difficult and too
low.215 Distribution, even for the award winning and very popular program "Giovanni and and the
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Water Ballet"216 is difficult outside of Holland. IDFA Kids and Docs does make a coordinated effort to
bring the completed films free of charge to audiences through festivals, education programs, and
broadcast media as part of their support cycle.
Finland has been crowned the "Filmland of Scandinavia"217 and has a unique model for funding
documentary production and documentary filmmakers. Most Finnish films, including documentaries,
are made with the support of three main subsidizers: the government-owned Finnish Broadcasting
Company (YLE) , the Centre for Audiovisual Culture (AVEK). The Finnish Film Foundation (SES)
is the filmmaker's primary source for funding. The Ministry of Education and Culture allocates funds
from the national budget to the foundation for the production and distribution of films and the
promotion of film culture. The funds come from Veikkaus, the government-owned company that
organizes the national lottery and sports gambling. AVEK is part of the copyright organization that
represents authors, publishers and performing artists. The organization gets most of its funds from a
special tax collected from sales of blank tapes, CDs, videotapes and DVDs used for private recording.
AVEK funds short films and documentaries as well as further training for media professionals and
contributes to audiovisual culture in the form of festivals. SES, AVEK and YLE all support, the
largest Nordic film festival dedicated solely to documentaries. DocPoint attracts 19,000 visitors to
Helsinki each January with its supply of fascinating domestic and international films. The festival also
presents films by students and films for children, and offers the DocPoint Masterclass, a forum where
acclaimed filmmakers discuss their working methods. Finnish documentaries reach international
audiences primarily through festivals, whereas television is the main distributor to the Finnish public.
YLE together with SES launched a "Kids and Docs" type project to support production and
distribution of children's documentaries with funding of $60k per project. Further partnership with
AV218DocPoint219EK has resulted in some beautiful and exceptionally well produced films, such as
"Mercurius of Molenbeek"220, produced in partnership with a Belgian broadcaster and production
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company, developed at The Financing Forum for Kids Content in Sweden, and successfully presented
to funders at IDFA in 2016.
The list is not meant to be exhaustive, but rather to highlight the efforts of selected organizations
to combine resources and research to improve the quality and quantity of children's media, including
documentaries, for children. As was said at the 2016 Kids Regio Berliniale, "Children's films are
getting more and more relevant for the Industry. In this context, beneficial collaborations and proper
networks are the key to success while developing, producing, and distributing children's films within a
different market environment".221 As the films produced by such beneficial partnerships are
frequently distributed via broadcast television, these programs are not exclusive to the cinema nor
should they be categorized as such. It is hoped that there may be something to discover here about
structural approaches to supporting producers, funding programs, and creating co-production
partnerships that may be of use to countries with a deficit in documentary programming for children of
the type produced as a result of these organizations and programs.
Video on Demand, Online Channels, and Subscription Services
There is as much speculation as there are known facts about the intention or possibility for
emergent screen forms and delivery systems to compensate for an absence in broadcast production
funding for quality, live action, non fiction children's media in the United States. Patricia Edgar's
informed response to the Australian Children's Broadcasting System's plans calls for a complete
rethinking of quality children's television provision, one that reflects the BBC's recent investment of 34
million pounds in the development of interactive programming to meet the needs of children where
they, increasingly, consume media - online. Investors and speculators scramble to capture the attention
of the lucrative children's audience, in recognition that children are leading the parade away from
traditional "television" to personal screens. The specter of VOD looms large, and questions of
potentials, opportunities, and challenges are certain to be asked (and answered) in the coming years.
Reports from the Industry, such "MIPCOM"222, are optimistic, including statements such as "What
that means for consumers is overwhelmingly positive:", but as yet it appears unclear, even doubtful, as
to whether decades of regulation, research, and systematic efforts to produce high quality television for
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children will transfer to a free market scenario. Nick Walters, founder and president of a leading
American preschool VOD channel called "Hopster"223 issues a challenge to the production community
to change their thought processes, saying "It takes a long time to get a tv show made, and you need a
lot of broadcasters on board, it can take years. We're not interested in that model, or investing at that
level. It is important for the content and creative community to realize that you do not have to do that
any more to get your show made. The TV production community can learn a lot from YouTube
creators. I know this is scary for producers, but there are real opportunities out there and you can
keep your rights, manage your distribution and your destiny if you are bold enough to take that
opportunity".224 Christopher Skala, founder of another new VOD service "TaDaKids" echoes
Walters' optimism,
"I have kept watch since 2007 for an emerging, organically-emergent, funding model. One
became apparent around 2011, when YouTube suddenly announced it was going to
commission a limited number of content channels. I noticed that here was an emergent space
for creators with content that no one else would touch. In content production terms, one's cost
per minute for any type of medium can't be more than $500. Some of TaDaKids content will
cost no more than $75 per minute. Make no mistake - this is achievable not by eschewing so
called production values. It's achievable by a radically different approach to creativity and
what constitutes "content". TaDaKids hopes to generalize from their successes and create a
systematic process to provide viable, alternative IP creation / funding model that can reach an
audience directly, without the traditional struggles associated with accommodating
broadcasters, brand managers, toy companies, and distributors. Should we be successful, it
should be good news for everyone involved in content".225
Whether or not producers will find a "bold" way to work unsupported or with greatly reduced
budgets, or whether this will actually result in the quality programs children deserve and require, the
role of responsibility to the special audience of children in a free market will still be a major issue.
David Kleeman's thoughts on VOD are hopeful, and not hyperbolic,
"The way I see it, there are three types of VOD business that are relatively protected from the
223
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YouTube tsunami: Services that offer interactive engagement alongside video (like Playkids,
with games and programming) should find an audience that comes for the games and activities
and stays for the shows; and those VOD brands that are highly focused, that can state clearly
to parents what's special and unavailable elsewhere, should do well. One example is Oznoz,
with try-and-buy or subscription options for programming from other countries, in their
original languages. The most massive services -- particularly those that have content for all
audiences, like Amazon, Netflix or Hulu -- will be minimally affected, though they may see
more competition for acquisition or development (YouTube Kids said very little about how it
would pursue new and original content). Of course, no one -- not these three groups or even
YouTube Kids -- is immune from the biggest challenges to children's TV. There's a glut of
content, and parents are overwhelmed (kids may be less so, if only because most have never
known a world without mobile media)226".
The Importance of Discoverability
Film festivals are real treasure troves, especially in Europe but also in emerging spots such as the
small island of Florianopolis, Brazil227. Three festivals in Europe have established independent sections
for documentaries ("Buster",228 in Denmark; "Goldener Spatz"229, in Germany; "Oulu International
Children's and Youth Film Festival230" in Finland; and IDFA in the Netherlands) and one is dedicated
entirely to children's documentaries (the formerly mentioned "doxs!231", in Germany). At other
festivals the documentary films were shown in the context of the regular program. "The festivals have
no reason to complain about a lack of interest in children's documentaries. On the contrary, the
organizers report that they have the same attendance figures as the other films shown at the festival.
As in the case of feature films, the children are quiet and attentive if they are interested in the subject
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and if the documentary film succeeds in captivating them232". In surveying the many films entered in
competition or screwed at the festivals it becomes evident that most of the films shown at festivals are
TV productions.
While film festivals such as Cinekid233 in The Netherlands, or The Golden Sparrow Film
Festival234 in Germany are important events that raise the visibility of quality documentaries for
children, it is not enough to fund or produce a film to be shown at a film festival or included in a
broadcast schedule. Related materials such as curricula developed for classroom use are an important
part of the package to extend efforts to reach the child audience, and provide added value for
broadcasters. In the UK, one finds a treasure trove of children's films in the (now inactive) Children's
Film Foundation collection,235 currently administered by the Children's Media Foundation and the
British Film Institute. BFI Educational (and the National Film Board) makes these resources and
supplementary curriculum available to educators nationwide through their bountiful online and
museum resources.236 Dokkino237, in Finland, is a film program that engages children in a year long
documentary "National film event" for children. In 2015 17,200 school children participated.
Director, Ulla Simonen writes, "Growing numbers of visitors and excellent feedback prove that
children and youth need these types of programs to support Media education in schools. They are also
a great tool to deal with issues that are important for children and youth in these age groups".238 In
Germany, http://dokyou.de/a project called The DOKFENSTER KÖLN239 opens a window on
documentary films within the children's film festival CINEPÄNZ and invites Cologne schoolchildren
for free to the cinema. In the schools, Cologne filmmakers show their own and other documentary
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films and discuss with the pupils how documentaries are thematic, dramatic and make use of filmlanguage. Their website states that "The presentation of award-winning films provide insights into
unfamiliar and familiar worlds and provide an opportunity for self and media reflection. We are very
pleased that an advisory board of Cologne teachers helped us in this year's program240". This isn't the
only children's documentary program in Germany which engages school children win both watching
and making documentary films. Another is dok-you. Dok-you explains it's objective and method as
follows:
" The young filmmakers were trained by experts for the youth documentary film.
These trainings were

held in cooperation with the Kunsthochschule für Medien and

the IFS international film school köln. From December 2012 to January 2013
workshops were held at schools in Cologne, Düsseldorf and Meinerzhagen on the theme
‘documentary film’. In the workshops, the students were able to learn everything about
filmmaking. They have also personally met the filmmakers. So often good conversations were
made, in which the ideas of the pupils could be picked up by the filmmakers and further
processed. The filmmakers have learned what interests and interests you. Selected film ideas
were developed together with experienced documentary producers and produced - so your
stories got a face. In the films of dok-you 2012 everything was marked ‘Great Feelings’. The
filmmakers had the task to create investigations on this topic and to develop films from them.
At the dok-you day in January 2013 the films were presented to the pupils for the first time in
a preview. In addition, further workshops were held on the topics of ideas and direction,
working with protagonists, camera and the evaluation of films. After the presentation of the
films you were able to talk with the experts and filmmakers"241 .
Educational outreach also comes through IDFA's "Kids & Docs" to provide screenings throughout the
year for thousands of school children, an educational video label, and a digital playground to enhance
skills. In the United States, the Educational Film Library Association was a vital repository for
documentary films for use in schools. Librarians used to be a big target market for children's non
fiction and docs. Guided by the American Library Association (ALA), but today all of the
recommended non fiction films are animated book adaptations.242 Extending the life of a film into the
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classroom, where children can be exposed to documentary films and come to understand that they can
have a vehicle and a voice through them, seems especially worthy of further consideration.
The many indicators of possibility are heartening, while the obstacles to achieving similar
outcomes here in the United States remain challenging. In the following, concluding chapter, I will
distill my findings and present the key questions that will move me to further exploration.
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Conclusion

At a recent "Kidscreen" conference in Los Angeles, a participant noted, "if your mission is to save
‘television', you've already lost." New opportunities for innovative program design and delivery in
new formats are emerging now, and are certainly worth being hopeful about, but in the rush to take
advantage of the new (and improved?) media forms, it is my hope that the baby is not thrown out with
the bathwater. Maire Messenger-Davies writes with great clarity on the evolution of traditional
"television" to new platforms,
"Children's television is important because it is a space for and about children, institutional,
metaphorical and generic. Broadcast schedules are spaces that are confined and mapped, with
specific time slots and 'addresses' on the program guide, and thus are relatively
straightforward to navigate. Programs are meeting points. One problem with the Internet,
which is proposed as taking over from television as a more liberating space for children, is that
it is not so easily navigable in this way243". She adds, "A purely free market system based only
on consumer 'choice' , with children hypothetically being able to 'freely opt ' for expensive
drama, or factual documentaries, or programming with positive representations of ethnic
minority girls, cannot operate. It cannot operate because this material has to be there for
children to choose in the first place and it is only in regulated broadcasting systems, supported
by public funding, that a regular range of such public service broadcasting content is
provided"244.
Her insightful comments address two crucial aspects often overlooked in the glow of form-led
optimism presented in the many interviews, panel discussions and articles reviewed in the process of
the research underpinning this thesis - discoverability and funding. That the online and VOD realm is
243
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operating entirely without explicit conscience is made evident through an absence of initiatives,
research, or publicly funded broadcasting agreements that reflect a willingness to own a responsibility
to children's non-fiction media, be it news/journalism or it's artistic extension, documentary. A hope
that good will can align with market forces organically to produce quality children's programming is
unsubstantiated by decades of evidence to the contrary. I return to the phone call with the American
children’s programming executive, "Look, there's no proof that children like documentaries. The adult
producers that make them, in the countries you've mentioned where they do this well, like them. They
conspire to make them, good for them, and they want the children to like them. But do they? I have
my doubts." Her closing words, delivered flippantly, were, "Make a good show. See if it gets an
audience. It's an open market"245. The market will take care of itself, in other words, or in fact the
same words delivered by former FFC Chairman Fowler in 1981. Who pays for the development and
resources to produce at the level of funded producers? In today's American media ecology
independent producers are forced to rely on benefactors, via popularity "hits" via YouTube channel
promotion, Kickstarter, or other ludicrous crowdfunding efforts to develop, produce, create and
promote a program in the absence of governmental or institutional support. Funding streams to
develop quality programs do not exist for children's documentary producers. "Kids will find them if
they want"? With all due respect, I doubt it. At the time of this writing, there is little to no evidence
that quality documentary programs created for children will find more support from online VOD
providers, or by migrating online to channels such as YouTube, largely due to the additional
complication, and importance, of "Discoverability". Kleeman acknowledged this with this comment:
"Curation, review and navigation services are bound to gain increasing power"246. Film festivals that
connect with school programs, museum archives that add curricular support and invite access by
teachers and families, such as the ones described in previous pages, as well as emergent, professionally
curated, online children's channels, appear to offer the best chance at the present time that quality
programs are seen by the greatest number of children and families. Here again in the United States,
there is much work to be done to meet the accomplishments of countries such as Finland, Germany,
and The Netherlands in this area. These questions - Where will the quality programs that the
"liberated" free market makes available come from? And - How can children and parents discern and
discover them? are two areas still calling for further exploration and scrutiny.
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Perhaps it’s true, market conditions and the documentary form for children are incompatible, the
difficulties insurmountable. Yet, as evidenced, in many places support in the form of rubrics, structures
and processes beneficial to the viability of documentary films for children have been operationalized,
resulting in production of programs in many different stylistic and thematic forms. Good work is being
done in those countries that have consciously prioritized this work and have the social capital to
sustain it, often collaboratively. Co-production schemes, evidencing a willingness to cooperate beyond
borders, may provide models for further study and implementation. Support for filmmakers through a
thoughtful development stage, where they can be mentored and find funding is crucial, and is
happening in the places producing the best children's documentaries, surely not a coincidence. The
European and pan-national collaborations described to this point indicate a possibility for more
documentary television, more child centered and professionally produced programs, more quality for
children, as an antidote to coercive, oppressive, and absent representations. More, not less. Peggy
Charren's advocacy for more children's television, of intentional quality, is still seems right in today's
children’s media ecology in the US.
As my inquiry concludes, I return to the questions that motivated my research - what purpose do
documentaries for children serve, what metrics can be used to discover "quality", where can such
programs be seen, under what conditions do they do well and if they don't do well, what are the
underlying reasons, and can they be fixed? I had hoped through my process to find places, people,
and organizations in the United States thinking along the same lines, and working on the equations in
productive ways that might affect my own potential as a documentary producer with a desire to work
on behalf of children. I wondered whether the statement made in 1983, "In the review of the current
research on children's programming it is striking that there is so little information or understanding of
these central questions247" could be updated with new information. 36 years after that statement was
written I found myself piecing together information on the production, forms, and content of children's
documentaries with no books, research studies, or articles originating in the United States specifically
dedicated to the topic. An uncomfortable finding is that they do not, in fact, appear to exist. This is
why research into children's documentaries is so painstaking. As reported, when the broader topic of
children's media is addressed in the academic world, which it often is, it is generally related to the
effects of specific types of programs, or to new forms of delivery, not to the "media ecology" reflecting
the underlying principles and processes from which these programs emerge. Jo Holz, the former head
of research for the Children's Television Workshop acknowledges this in her forthcoming book,
247
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writing, "While much has been written about the possible effects on children, much less attention has
been paid to the actual contents of the program children watch. Of the few analyses that have looked
at programs produced for children, most have analyzed these shows to support theories about their
effects on the viewers (usually assumed to be negative)."248 In addition, it appears that very little
attention has been directed to the systems of production of programs for children in the United States
to date. Indeed there appears to be a basic lack of consciousness in the United States, in every arena,
that documentaries, even non-fiction, programs for children between the ages of 6 and 12 have
something important to offer. Outside of academia, the 2017 Daytime Emmy Awards include a
category for "Outstanding Children's Series", consisting of five live action programs. None are
documentaries, and the one non-fiction program ("Exploration DIY Sic") is entirely adult led. Three
separate categories exist for animated programs. This piece of evidence provides what ongoing
research also supports, the fact that in children's programs today, the animated form is booming, and
live action narrative films and television programs are scarce. The trend is worth looking at critically,
especially when it co-exists with an overwhelming absence of quality, reality based programs with
“children at the center” made for the children's audience. Even more difficult are the conditions for the
documentary film or program. Children's documentaries are rendered invisible in the United States,
"where individual productions more or less come into being by chance as it were".249 The United
States is not perceived as an underdeveloped country, for obvious reasons, but in so far as it's
willingness to put resources and structural support into documentary work that reflects the citizens,
values, and concerns of the nation, on behalf of it's children, it does appear to be underserved and
currently at the mercy of the free market. Although children are a coveted target group, it has
become clearer that this is due more to their status as consumers, present and future, than as individual
recipients with a right to aesthetic and formal diversity. A cultural conversation about national
identity is occurring, if haltingly, where it is both interesting and challenging to ask what (and who)
our children's media serves not only locally, but also by its globally exported messaging and
transmission of cultural values. "Television has a conscience", stated Lauren Zalaznick in her Ted Talk
in 2010250, in that "television directly reflects the moral, political, and social needs states of our culture.
As all of these things are uniquely human, they all reflect and carry our idea of conscience. Television
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is actually how we disseminate our entire value system"251. What values are embedded in most of our
programs that flatten children's experiences, that don't reflect their locally lived lives, that overlook
their need to be seen as real? There is productive work to be done by pursuing this question which, I
argue, is an ongoing responsibility.
A news program, such as "Wadada News for Kids”252 (produced and aired internationally, though
not in the US) could be a possible starting point for the production of more full fledged documentaries
which begin as segments on the program. As research shows, kids are interested in the real world.
Hilde Lysiak, of Pennsylvania, an ardent local reporter at ten years of age, recently had this to say,
“I want to be taken seriously. I’m sure other kids do, too. Grownups usually treat kids like they
cannot do anything great. If adults don’t think we can do something, then it is hard for us to
believe that we can. And then how will we have great things in this world? Kids should know
that if they work hard, they can do amazing things”.253
Paramount Television and Anonymous Content have optioned Lysiak's life story to develop into a
television show (which has additionally been optioned for already is a book by Scholastic), potentially
demonstrating a trend towards interest in non fictional representations of children’s engagement with
real life. There is great excitement too in the field of Media Education, in the form of media making by
children, deserving further exploration on behalf of children and the recognition of their perspectives
and embodied realities. This subject has been researched extensively by scholars (Hobbs,
Buckingham, Jenkins) under the umbrella of Media Literacy, and may be beginning to receive
support in schools and out of school learning spaces such as museums and libraries. A focus on media
made by children for children, or media literacy in general, need not eclipse the necessary support for
documentary work made by professionals that centers children, and indeed does not in the places I
researched that do both well.
Marshall McLuhan asserted in 1967, in his bestselling book, The Medium is the Massage, that
"there is absolutely no inevitability as long as there is a willingness to contemplate what is
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happening".254 There is work to be done if the conditions for the development, production, and
discoverability of children's documentaries in the United States are to be improved, and a lot of it. An
ongoing problem is that very often media is received uncritically, and as inevitable. Stephen Kline
noted that, "After some 40 years, the question of what it means to grow up in a generational culture
predominantly framed by television-produced fantasies no longer seems to trouble the public. Those
who question the quality of children's television seem strangely out of touch in that they fail to
understand the realities of the commercial broadcasting system and the way the central belief in the
market and consumer sovereignty has underwritten programming decisions255". Academic/Industry
partnerships, conferences and professional meetings that result in introspection, shared knowledge and
collaboration such as the Prix Jeunesse, Cinekid for Professionals in the Netherlands, the Children's
Media Conference in England, "Real Young" in Sweden, and Dokkino in Finland, do not find
analogous efforts in the United States. Cultivation of programs, spaces, and events seems indicated by
the successful outcomes of these types of initiatives. Further exploration into the possibility for the
development of academic programs at the University level that would leverage both the quantity and
quality of children's non fiction media, through focused classes and research initiatives, is also
indicated. As all producers and children's media professionals are college educated, why is there not a
single department providing production studies in the field? If the production of documentary films,
television, and new media is to increase in the United States, support must also increase at the
academic level, to prepare makers and industry professionals to develop, produce and recognize work
of the quality emerging from countries where such support is available. As both an educator and as a
filmmaker, I recognize that such programs are required in order to make a systemic difference.
In summary, based on the research conducted for this thesis the following predications for success,
relative to advancing the viability of children's documentaries in the United States, are as follows:
1. Exhibition of a willingness to look at the problem of absence of realistic representations
of children’s lives, centered in the child’s point of view, on varied screens for children
in the United States.
2. Consider form as well as content when researching children's media, especially the
contribution that live action, professionally produced documentaries can offer.
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3. Address discoverability, don't leave it to the free market or chance. Film festivals
and school or library programs such as the "doxs!" initiative in Germany, discussed in
Chapter 5, are indicators of possibility in this area.
4. Expand co-production schemes and targeted funding for all phases of production,
following examples such as the "Real Young” initiative in Scandinavia, or the "IDFA
Kids and Docs" programs, presented in Chapter 5.
5. Start with at least a News program - such as “Wadada News for Kids”, as a step
towards reflecting children’s lived experiences, points of view, and questions.
6. Develop an interdisciplinary academic program in children’s screen media production
at a College or University to incubate talent, pool resources, and incentivize research
based production in the United States, on behalf of children and producers.
6. Cultivate such spaces for Academic/Industry partnerships, such as the one at The
University of Salford in the UK.
7. While embracing the potential of emergent media systems such as Netflix and
Hulu, find ways to encourage them to work in the best interests of children, especially
in the production of documentary programs.
I would be happy to learn that my research has been inadequate to the task of discovering existing
initiatives, or that I have overlooked a promising program. In my future efforts to explore this topic, I
will continue to turn to scholars such as Henry Giroux, who makes serious and compelling arguments
for the need for resistance and change; David Buckingham, for deeply informed and nuanced
arguments for media education that respects children's realities; Maire Messenger-Davies, for her
ethnographic approach; Maya Gotz, for her ability to synthesize and activate an international
community working for media education and engagement; and David Kleeman, for his ongoing work
to elevate and inspire discussions that lead to better work under existing conditions, to inform me as I
move forward. Educational philosophers and pedagogues such as Paulo Freire, Henry Jenkins, and
Neil Postman are of tangential but crucial use in understanding children's needs as regards learning in
contemporary contexts. I will always be guided by the light of the singular contributors to realistic
American children's television who made great breakthroughs, namely Fred Rogers, Linda Ellerbee,
and Joan Ganz Cooney, as well as by advocates such as Peggy Charren. In closing,
I conclude that it is possible to be optimistic about the potentials of documentary for children,
inspired by the models and programs that are being done, while at the same time concerned by the
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continued absence of implementation of children’s screen media that respects and speaks to the
realities and potentials of children's lives in the United States.
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